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Vote decided ,on 
MUB · office spac 
By Pamela DeKoning Interim MUB Director Renee 
Despite last minute presen- Romano said the board's deci- -
tations by The Women's Center sions were based on its desire 
and Student Pres,s, both orgin- to best utilize space for students. 
izations will lose space in the On the Women's Center de-
MUB next year under the MUB cision Romano said, '_'The 
Board of Governors space al- Mem6rial Board of Governors 
location proposal. has been very committed to the 
The board made its final concept of The Women's Center 
deci_sion on space allocation at in the past. Our concern now 
last night's meeting. The fol- is · who can best utilize the 
lo'Ying changes will be imple- space." 
mffired: · 
• Greek Coordinator Mike Sci~ Sarah Cantini of the Women's 
ola's office will be moved from Center said the orginization has 
Huddleston to room 126c in the only three or four members. 
The Women's Center said Student Activities office. 
• IFC/ Pan-Hel and Debate So- they hoped to share their office 
h with a new campus group, ciety wi-IJ share t · e current Students Awate of Sexual Di-
SAFC/ PFO Office. versity. 
• Program Funding Organiza- ·- wendy _Hammond and Mike Rose, winners of the SBP run-off election. (Eric Stites photo) 
tion (PFO) will move to the Arthur Blougouras of the 
present common office. Student Press said it would be 
• The common office will move difficult for the orginization to 
to the inner offjce of the Student squeeze into only ·one off ice.-He 
Press. quoted fire safety codes, lack of 
•The Women's Center Office space and a problem with shar-
will become the Ski Club Office. ing space as a basis for his 
• Don Harley, Student Activity argument. . 
Fund Organ.izationTreasurer . Brett . Clemons, Vice -
(SAFO) will move to an office Chairman of the· board ex-
within the Commuter Transfer plained that there are many 
Center. · orgrn1zations · competing for 
• Don Harley·· s present office ,space and that th~ MUB Boar? 
will become storage space for __ of Governors reviews all applt-
the Ski Club. · ca~ts for space each a semester. 
Stainless Steelers 
Hammond and Rose 
win SBP election 
·'!fy P,imela DeKoning forced when no ticket took 50 2,893 students voteq ia that 
The Student Body President percent of the vote in the initial election. 
elections finally came to a dose election. Hammond and Rose Hammond and Rose were not 
last night . at 9: 30 p.m. with fi~is·hed first ir,i the first election surprised by the results, but 
Wendy-Hammond and Mike .with 25 percent of the vote to weren't overly confident going 
Rose ·emerging the victors. Gould and Turbyne's 19 percent. into the dection either, accord-
Hammond and Rose defeated There were five tickets on the ing to Rose. 1 
competitors Jay Gould and Jen- first , ballot', including Clem- "We saw Jay do a lot of hard 
Turbyne by 277 votes according o.ns/ Stites, Scenna/ Gallivarf, work. I had a feefing it could go 
to Student Senate Executive and Keating/ DeKoning. Eli- either way, especially in the last 
Officer Steve Roderick. - asberg a:nd Pariseau ran a write- couple of days," he said. 
1,304 of the 2,382 votes cast in . campaign after they were Hammond stressed the hard 
were for Hammond and Rose, disqualified. • work that's . ahead, and was . 
said Roderick. He said .Gould The two were disqualified optimistic about her coming 
and Turbyne tallied 1015 votes, becaus~ Eliasberg is not a full administration, · 
givingHammondandRose54.5 time student. 'Tm -very excited and I'm 
percent to Gould and Turbyne's Roderick said he was s.U:r- hoping we'll be able to follow 
42.5 percent. prised by the yo-ter turnout - through with all the ideas that _ _ 
· Of the remaining 72 votes, which was higher -than he ex- we've promoted throughout the 
63 were write-in~ and 9 were peered. He expected about 1,800 campaign," said Hammond. 
invalid, said Roderick. Ballots voters in the second election. She commended Gould and --
were considered invalid if there Roderick said about 500 fewer Turbyne for a good job and 
1were any stray m·arks ori.them, votes -were cast in· the run-off positive 'input th_roug1!out d?,~ _ 
such as writing. . · election than the initial election 
The run-off election '1{as yVhich was held April 12 and 13. _ ~EW SBP, p~~e _9 
Carsey chosen speaker 
By Amanda L. Waterfield · According to Caron, Carsey Show" stands for," said Lirida 
. Marcy Carsey, executive pro- along with partner Tom W~rner, a senior economics 
ducer of "The Cosby Show" and Werner, heads an .independent major. ,, 
a 1966 gradt,iate of the Univer- production company and)s in · , -
sity of New Hampshire, has- charge of production of NBC's Thecontroversylasr·yearover_ 
been selected to deliver the number orie rated "Cosby Show" Vice President George Bush as 
commencement address at gra- ahd its spin-off, "A Different a speaker at graduation has 
duation exer:cises in May. _ World." made students grateful for 
According to Carmelle Caron According to the Camp!fs anyone who is not a political 
at the UNH News Bureau, Journal, President Gordon Haa- figure. 
Carsey started in the television land said, "It is a d.1.stinct honor . "It's better than having any 
business as a page and tour guide to have a recent graduate return political figure they dug up," 
at NBC's New York studios. S,he to address our graduating se- said Mary Ell~n Myers, a senior 
· later became a production as- · niors. Marcy Carsey's career is communications major. _ 
sistant on the "Tonight Show." aq example of the dedication 
After moving to Los Angeles,· and hard work our graduates Jennifer Banks a senior family 
Carsey became a program ex- should strive to emulate." and consumer studies 'major has 
ecutive at ABC; said Caron. By Graduating seniors had mixed never·~ Marcy Carsey. 
1978 Carsey was the highest feelings concerning the selec- . "I guess s~s gone-far in her 
· · · ranking woman · in network tion of Marcy Carsey as the · hfe, but I feel kmdof d1sa~-- -
handicapped team took on the winners of the Greek hoop television .:!S ABC's senior vice- graduation speaker. . __ ed l;>ecause I don't know her," __ 
tournament in wheelchair basketball. See story on page 5. presjdent in charge of comedy "I think it's a good idea if she said Banks. " .She's not really 
-~--_, ______________________ ..._.and .varie~y programs. ;. _ _ · · .believes. 'i_n wha_t the "Cosby -- inspiring to me." _ 
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Minor feats b~come . major · accomplishmelltS 
By Sharon Heller of all four limbs, have no way ; 
My ~chiri-g mU:sdes, the in- · of entering a door like this 
quisitive stares, and the hard- because they do not have full 
ships imposed by simple ever- · use of :..their arms. Instead, they , 
yday tasks, like drinking from must wait for someone to open 
the water fountain, made me the door for them. 
rei).lize for the first time how Once we made it through the 
is to live a life from a wheel chair doors, Ron informed me of how 
on the UNH campus. the small hallway in which we 
As part of Handicapped were sitting was the only -hal-
Awareness week, Accessing lway in Hamilton Smith to 
· Career Challenges in Education which wheelchair students hav.e 
through Specialized Services access. . 
(A:CCESS) sponsore_d wheel "'What if your class is on the 
chair tours so that the people third floor-?" I ask. · · 
who can walk around the cam- Ron tells me that the class 
pus could understand the dif- has to either be changed to a 
ficulties of those who can't. room in this hallway or the 
The tour began when I chose handicapped student must drop 
my wheelchair. "I think I'll take the class. 
the blue one with the thick, 7 '.'A big problem with moving 
treaded tires,"_ I laughed. -i'r the class,'' he says, "is the idea 
looked funny. Next, I met my ,_~hat _the event of forcing a 
tour guide, Ron. _ ~tssoF to move his/her class 
Ron, who is a"quadriplegic, ,around m·ay change that pro-
led the way. His mechanically ' fessor's v-iew ~n -- the hap9.i-
powered whe_ekhafr_ buzzed capped student and his/her 
along in front while I huffed and grades." . An · ordinarily simple task is c~mplicated greatly when you're in a wheelchair. (Ellen· Botshon 
puffed behind him .pushing my ' We roll d9wn the hallway and 
heavy rites-. _ Ron wants me to try and tise the We exit Hamilton Smith and 
Since the · MUB is fully bathroom. ' --:1,h.a~,to cut the tour short 
mined to do it on my own. front. "Would you like me to -
H~~ver, I neverrealized that give you a push?" · _ 
equipped with-elevators, spedal -· _ "No p·roblem;" I think, and becausebf:?"0la5'':·~ormal!y, .. $-~ 
bathrooms and power doofs, I I open the door. I had never tour would head over to Thrn;np-
had no problems. Once we .realized how small a bathroom son Hall and then Dim'ond 
arrived at Hamilton Smith, the : ,could be. I thought how embar- Library. Dimond Library is · 
the walkw«y,..t.Q..!ht Iv.fUB was From all sides people were 
up a good-sized fiiIT:J ·p~ offering _their assistance, and 
push and push the wheels and I was overwhelmed. · 
trouble began. .i1 rassing this would be if I really accessible to students ·in some 
the chai~ ti_ps back and forth. _ "I can do~ir myself, thank you 
~y _goal 1s to reach the MUB' s very much," I curtly replied, and 
shdmg door~. _ _ put my noodle-like arms back First we had to go up a r_amp. had to go to the bathroom. This ways. Fo~ instance, there are 
Half way up the ramp, lstopped. bathroom was so small that I power doors and elevators ·so 
Frustrated I cried out for help. couldn't shut th~ door once I was the student can easily m~ke his 
I regained my composure and inside, and my wheelchair stuck w__a.y around the library. But a 
Meanwhile all the people into motion. _ 
sitting on the MUB lawn, taking . I finally make it to ·the doors, 
advanrage of th_e beautiful day, and sit back to rest and reflect. 
look at me._ It's a different look If it was so tiring for me to move 
~.han wha.t I am u~ed_ to. Ifs _a myself 50 meters,_I couldn't help · 
made my way up the hill. . out the doorway. wheelchair does not fit into the 
The only way to get inside ''What if you have to ·go to security check just before the 
Hamilton_ Smith was through the bathroom during class?" I out door. !3ecause of this probem 
a qon-electric door. To maneuv- ask Ron. He goe·s on to tell me - the student must have it re-
er myself through this door I that it is~ problem. , · moved to get through the door. ·-
had to use my arms a great deal. "People have to try to plan Anyway, we wheel ba€k to-
Oh that poor girl 1s- hand1--. but thin~ how difficult_ it must 
capped and she _can't make it up be for people who are truly 
the _hill," look. Su~denly_ frnm handicapped ~o go to and from 
behmd I heard a vo1ee. _ areas one and three in a given 
Rop ~ells me that qvadi;ipleg- ahead and go before hand," said wards the MUB and Ron NOJ?S 
ics, or peop_le without full use Ron. ' - ----· to talk to someone. I am deter-
"Do y_ou need some -help(-'' - . . AGCJiSS~;p~g~ 11 -
~-= Then -aooth.er person from 10 - ~~ - -· - ----~- ----,. · - - ..:u. · 
, NEWS IN ..  •BRIEF. 
Senate OKs trade bill 
The Senate passed an extensive new bill Wed- . 
nesday which djamatically changed U.S. trade laws . 
and created potentia-1 controversy for the upcoming 
presidential election. The bill was approved by 
a vote of 63 to 36, but not enough needed to override 
an expected veto 'from president Reagan. : 
The ·provisions of the new bill include requiring 
companies with over 100 employees to. give at leas_t 
60 days warning for layoffs or plant closings. h 
would also investigate trading practices of other 
countries- and -restrict trade with counties judged 
to have l,J.nfair international trade policies. 
President Rea:gan _is expected to veto the baI 
because of the layoff provision, which he views 
· as ~ government · intrusion into private business. 
The Democrats are trying to muster enough votes 
to override the presidei1t's veto, but this possibility 
seems unlikely. 
The White House hopes to see a new bill without 
the layoff provision proposed by Congress in the 
future. - · 
$Im in coke found on jet 
A leaking toilet on ari Eastern Airlines flight 
that originated in Colombia led fed~ral agents at 
National Airport to $1 million worth of cocaine 
hidden in the jet's lavatory holding tanks. 
Eastern Flight 806 originated in Barranquilla, 
Colombia, sto_Rped in Miami and was on its way 
to Kansas City when the leaking toilet was discovered 
during a layover in W ashingtori, Drug Enforceme_nt 
Administration officials said. 
"So far we_ don't know where the drugs either 
origi_nated or were to be picked up," DEA special 
agent John Wilder said. 
However, he said it was unli~ely a passenger 
·brought the cocaine on bo,ard because it was hidden 
in a .place t_hat required mechahicaJ knowledge of 
the toilet system. _ , 
"It could have been an inside job," he said. 
World population _ 
~ unexpectedly high_ 
The world's population is expanding far more 
rapidly than previously thought and th~ 6 billioi:ith 
person is likely to be borr.i in about 1 ~ years, ac~ordmg 
to Population Reference Bureau m Washmgton, 
D.C.1)1e world's popultion_growth rate is.1.7 percent 
- a year; if this rate is not curbed the~, planet's · 
population would double in size every 40 years, 
the bureau said. . 
Many of the most populous countries - China, 
-India, Pakistan and Egyprhave not followed a p.itte~n 
of smooth, continuous f~rtility decline. Despite 
China's stringent policy aimed at keeping _the birth 
rate down, the number of births actually rose in 
1986, throwing off past assumptions. And the decline 
in India's fertility rate appears to have stopped 
as well. · 
Because of their size, China and India have a large 
effect on the world rates. 
There appears to be a popular notion that the 
era of rapid population growth. is over. But, .jnfact, 
the only way in which many countries' po_P;ula~ion 
growth is deviating from the .standard proJect10ns 
· . is~ on ·che high side. · 
Judge calls for classified 
Iran-contra information 
US District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell, who i~. 
presiding over the lran-conta trial, claims the Reagan 
administration is "intentionally withholding'/ 
classified documents needed by the. court in order 
to try the case. If the information is not forwarded 
' the charges could be dropped. -
The Attorney 'General's office is withholding 
the data on the groupds that the material is necessary 
for the defense. The Justice department claims that 
th~y are not trying to hamper the trial, and that 
they are .moving as fast as they can to acrnmodate 
the court's request. · · _.rl., 
Needle swap in ~oston -
In an effort t~ slow the~.spread of the AIDS .virus, 
the Boston City Council has approved a needle swap 
program. The plan calls for .offering sterile n~edles 
to drug addicts. - · · · _ 
Supporters of the controversial legislation claim 
that the prnposed plan. would abate the spread of 
AIDS, and aJso would save lives. ·But they concede -
that the proposal could founder on Beacon Hill, 
where alarge number of state legislators are safd 
to oppose the plan. Governor Micheal S. Dukak1s, 
one of the measure's critics, maintains that the 
plan would sen~ the wrong message to drug addicts. 
While the program would only be on a 180 day 
-t:rial basis, it is seen as an important s.tep to stem 
the AIDS .epidemic by many. Other large cities with 
high drug addict populations, such as New !qrk, 
are considering needle-exchange programs similar 
to.Boston's. 
Niece charged in attack 
. A :man was killed and his wife, a $1 million winner 
in the New York st_ate lottery, was injured when · 
the wornan' s niece hired two men to kill the visiting 
couple, poltce said. . _ · 
-Officers -said Armando Vasquez, 66, of Middl~-
town, NJ., was;discovered strangled with a wire 
late Monday beneath a tree in the back yard of a 
home he and hi~ wife were visiting. 
· After a neighbor .heard screams and called police, 
offiGers arrived in time to save the victim's wife, 
' Norma, and arrested the two men, Lt. Albert Ortiz 
said. Mrs. Vasquez, 67, received only minor injuries 
·-and was ndt hospitalized, Ortiz said. 
Ortiz safd officers believe the couple's niece, a 
nurse at S-t. Lukes Lutheran Hospital, hired the 
men to kill her aunt and uncle and make it look 
like a robbery-killing. .,. 
Lfoda Heredia, 34, the niece, was .charged with 
capital murder along with Henery Bellettini/ 38, 
and Joe Hernandez, 17, all of San Antoniq, Texas. 
All thre~ were held on $100,000 bond each. 
J . 
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Bret Clemons and Kurt Dygert, new chairmen of the MUD · 
board of governors. (Eric Stites photo) 
·MUB board picks 
· neW chairpersons 
By Pamela DeKoning 
· Brett Clemq_ns· and Kurt Dy-
gert were electecf'diatrmaq ,.a.nd 
·Vice-Chairman of the MUB 
Board of Governors last night. · 
Clemons defeated nominees 
Scott Robidioux, Jay Gould, and 
Patrick Sweeney to win the 
position. Clemons served as 
Vice-Chairman of the board 
this year. 
Dygert won the position over 
competitors Erik Dorr and 
George Yfantopulos. All of the 
nominees, excluding Sweeney, 
are current board members. 
Clemons has been on the board 
for two years" Dygert one. 
The MUB Board of Gover-
nors oversees the policies that 
govern the MUB, including 
space allocat~on, the MUB 
budget, and public relations. The 
board also monitors the activity 
of MUB businesses, according 
to board -.member Carbery 
O'Brien. 
· The chairman runs meetings, 
arranges presentations and in-
terviews and serves as a liason 
between the board and admin-
istrators. The · Vice-Chair-
man' s main duty is to chair the 
· MUB budget committee. 
The remaining members of 
the board will be chosen by 
Clemons and Dygert, according 
to outgoing Chairman Michael 
Keating. 
Ciemons defeated Robidioux, 
9-5 in the second ballot. Dygert 
defeated Dorr by the same 
margin. 
Clemons· and Dygert stressed 
the role of the board as a 
separate entity from the Student 
Senate. Presently, the MUB 
Board of Governors is an admi-
nistrative board. 
Clemons said, "I'm not at all 
in favor of senate control of the 
board. I want to s'tress open 
communication lines." 
All of the nominees spoke 
against senate c9ntrol of the 
board. Patrick Sweeney said, "It 
is important to keep the MUB 
Board a separate entity from the 
Student Senate. 
UNH homosexual __,.....-, -
. . 
Celebration for UNH founder 
and environment awareness 
By Rob Matth~~s 
On Wednesday members of 
· the UNH community could 
show their appreciation for the 
, University by participating · in 
·· a celebrat10n combming Ben 
Thompson's birthday and Pride 
Day. · 
Ben Thompson, the founder 
of UNH, will always be remem-
bered for his generou,s donation 
of land and money to the Uni-
versity of New Hampshire. 
· UNH Pride Day also celebrat- . 
ed on Wedneday involved stu- . ·· 
dents a·nd faculty cleaning up - r;, 
the UNH campus. Pride Day 
has not heen a part of the 
University since around 1920. 
.'According to Director of 
Alumni Activities Polly Daniels, 
who helped organize the event, 
the entire day was a success. 
Daniels said the day went 
"brilliantly," and that she was 
very pleased. 
Daniels said Thompson's. 
19,000 pound monument was 
returned to its original location 
outside of DeMeritt Hall after f h 
his great-grandniece, 92 , re- Balloons,. T- , an strange ymg discs- all pan o t e mystery 
quested its return. Daniels said and majesty of Pride Day. (Sharon Donovan photo) . 
the monument had been located could not have gone smoother. awarded to various student and 
at the Durham cementary since . "h was excellent " said Bi- faculty groups for their cleaning 
1920. ·schoff, "a solid building block efforts ran~ing from $50 to 
Daniels said Vice President for what is to come." $150. She·sa1d Area II was the 
of Academic Affairs Richard Pride Day was a day for UNH over_al! winner ~nd they will be 
Hersh began with an opening, students .to appreciate their rece1vmg ~- special plaque. 
speech at the Thompson Hall environment and had very pos- B • h ff "d h U • · 
flagpole that explained the day's itive results all around campus, f .;J_c. 0 sta1
0 
t e hmvebrsity 
significance. Bischoff said. Among the things h Id" ame; .d · ~nof as ee~ 
Hundreds of red, white, and cleaned were the campus brook O mg a ~lh e ~~ r se1er\ 
blue balloons were also released behind ·the MUB· and Residen- .yearhs nodw. ef sai t ed sc 00 
outside of T-Hall to celebrate rial life's headquarte·rs Pertee is s ut own or the ~y ,and 
the -d'ay, said Daniels. Also, H h "d ' everyone takes part m the ouse, s e sa1 . cleanup . 
"Happy Birthday" :was played According to Bischoff, Hun- ·• . · 
on the Thompson Hall bells. ter Hall residents were espe- Bischoffand the Pride com-
Daniels said nearly 197 alum- cially productive in the cleanup mittee plans to evaluate the day 
ni joineq in the celebration. day. The dorm members gave and make some minor adjust- -· 
defends Dover 
Director of R~sidential Life, its doors and porches a new·coat ments. Bischoff said she hdpes 
and organizer of Pride Day, of paint, and flowers were UNH's Pride Day will become 
Carol Bischoff is looking for- planted outside the main door. as successful as UMaine with 
I
• • ward _to continuing the tradition Alth~:mgh Bischoff was_ unsure the entire campus community , · 
C lnlcof Pnde Day.· · of the fmal results, she said there participating in the event. According to Bischoff, the day __ were several cash prizes 
By Christopher Paulson sexual feelings. 
Jim Kiely is a homosexual The Strafford County Com-
UNH student. He is furious missioner's Office said they 
about the recent vo~e by: the would consider reinstating the 
Strafford County Commission- clinic's money only after the 
ers to suspend its funding of the clinic withdraws the manual. 
Prenatal and Family Planning Commissioner Chairman ·of 
_ Program in Dover because of Strafford County Paul Dumont 
a manual the clinic developed was quoted in Foster's Daily 
explaining teenage homosex- Democrat as saying, "We let 
uality as "perfectly normal." those guys out of the closet ten 
The clinic has threatened the years ago, I think we should put 
Strafford County Legislative them back in it." 
Delegation with a law suit if it Tess Hall, spokesperson for 
does not reinsate the $39,000 the clinic, said they would not 
in funding. · retract their support of the 
Keily said he wishes people manual. Hall said retracting the 
would seen the crucial need for manual woud deny homosex-
pamphlet of this sort. Kiely also uals, lesbians, and bisexuals 
said he wishes he had been more important role models. 
aware of his sexuality earlier. The clinic's sex education 
"I feel I lost a lot of time in courses are a small part of their 
learnin.g how to form intimate service to the community. ,The 
bonds," said Keily. clinic's main service is aiding 
That is why the sex education some 300 single and teenage 
manual, "Mutual Sharing, Mut- pregnant women. 
A big birthday cake in honor of Be~ Thompson. (Sharon Donovan photo:) 
New SHARPP Coordinator 
ual Caring", produced by the "What the Commissioner's 
clinic in Dover is so important, office is actually doing is holding By Jeff Novotny dinator. Morrison held the to students. 
said Keily. 300-pr:gnant women hostage Eve Goodmon, currently the position on a part-time basis. . According to Morrison, these 
The manual recognizes that to stop the promotion of the executive director of the .Worn.:. Morrison said that as duties were done part-time 
homosexual, _bisexual, and les- clinic's manual," Keily said. "It's en's Resource Center in Ports- SHARPP coordinator, Good- before, but with the appoint-
bian feelings are natural and a form of guerrilla warfare." mouth, has been named coor- mon ~ill work to increase the ment of Goodmon, they will be 
gives younger homosexuals, . "It's really pathetic, f~r 22 dinator of the University of awareness of the campus com- upgraded. 
lesbians and bisexuals role years I was kept from under- New Hamshire's Sexual Harass.- munity on the rape and sexual Morrison said that Goodmon 
models, according to Keily. standing myself," said Keily. ment and Rape Prevention· harassment problem. will be working with the Greek 
The Prenatal and Family 'Tm not bitter, but a lot of the Program (SHARPP). Goodmon Goodmon will be an advocate system next semester. She said 
Planning Center comprised the energy I expended for finding will officially take over the for victims of rape and sexual that all pledges for fraternities 
. manual for use in its sex edu- out who I was, could have been position on May 2. harassment, will coordinate . and sororities will be required 
cation courses. The clinic lost used forming relationships." According to Maggie Morri- - rape and sexual harassment to attend a program about rape 
the state ~id when [he County · In high school Keily said he __ son, outgoing SHARPP coor- programs to faculty staff and and sexual harassment. Shes.aid __ 
~;;;1;5;1~~~;;t!~~;11~;;~,-_ ~L .). § . • ~ , -~A :~~~7, ~~!e. ~l 1/r~~~f:fr~j:~!~£.Ri~;~q~~: 1 .~:h~~~-~~;u~~~;~!r~~:;~t~:~: 2- • ~: -._v._~v~ -:~ ,.:~~A~f p~-p~g~~9. , : ~·-
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,ON THE , SPOT 
-- Should the Student Senate-go ahead with the propos~d 
Rec. · facility since the student referendum vote was so 
. close? . (yes, 1326-no, u21) . 
"Yes, I think the Senate 
·should pass the proposal. 
To be on the same level as 
other Universities, this Rec. 
facility needs to be built 




" No, I don't approve of '' Yes, because the advan-
the Rec. facility at all. tages offered by the, Rec. 
T~ere are plenty of other facility far outweigh the 
things that are more im- . minute mandatory fee, 
portant." that seems so controver-
sial." 
Kim Leaird Pat Sweeney 
Senior Junior 
English/Spanish - Admn./Internat'l Affairs 
Debate Society 






'' No, they shouldn't. 
There's no place to live .on 
campu$, no place io park. 
t don't think the students 
ever expressed a dire need -
far a Rec. f a~ilify." 
Karen Dorr · _ 
Senior 
Thereputic Rec. 
pick up applications and/ or drop off resume at BOOM 
124 Debate Office (bottom floor of MOB) · 
' ' ............................................................ ~ , .......................... -............................................ . 
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'r Basketball game 0TIC£S .. , 
on, four wheels 
, By Susan Flyrm _ 
The participants in the bas-
ketbalLgarrie at Lundholm gym-
nasium last night didn't need 
• high top sneakers. 
The players were confined to 
·,, wheelchairs ·and after four -long 
quarters of dribbling, passing, 
fouling and shooting one team 
· stood up and waJked away. 0!,le 
team could not. · 
The match .was 'be'.tween s~v-
en SAE brothers; the champiotiis 
of the Greek basketball t'oq.r.,.. 
half with the twenty points: 
. At the end o_f the game SAE 
team appearedwbe the. winners 
with a final score of 58-50. 
According to SAE brother 
Mike Desmarais, in all actuality 
the Steelers v:on the game. Th.e 
score would have been 70-38 if 
they hadn't switched the scores 
around, he·said._,., 
"They killed us/' sajd 'D~s:. 
marais. · ·· · 
. The event ciiarg~d the 'fans 
$2 at the door, said Vochon. . 
· ·"8ENfalA~-:- -· -. 
WOMEN'S COMMISSIO,N SEEKS NEW 
MEMBERS: The UNH President's Commission 
on the Status of .Women is seeking new members 
to --fill studen:t, .faculty, operating staff, and PAT 
staff positions for 1988-90. If you have a feminist 
perspective on campus women's issues call 862-
1058 for information/applications. . 
INDIVIDUALIZlNG WORLD PEACE: Sponsored 
by UNH Bahai Club. Conrnmplati_ng world peace 
from all angles, with discussion of literature and 
sharing of thoughts .. All people welcome.,. Mondays 
until school ends, Notch Room,.MUB, noon to 
· 1 J'·m, Free · 
· B.R.E.A.K. (BAG IT, RELAX, EAT AND CON-
NECT): Students who are divorced, separated, 
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Come and claim or 
· pur.chase lost & .found articles fr<;>m _the Spring 
Semester! Tl!lesday, May 10, outside o(Grafto .. n 
Room, MUB, 1-4 p.m. 
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN -- SPRIN<; 
SONG FESTIVAL: Full length' concert with THe 
New Hampshire Gentlemen and guest group the 
Wellesley Tupelos: Friday, Mc.ly 13,Johnson Theatei 
Paul Arts Center, 8 p.m. students/ senior citizens 
$3, Gerietal $5' .• . .·. .. .. ,- •. , J 
... - : I •. 
UNH WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST:· 
Speaker: Stephanie ThoII1as, Registr:_ar and Special° 
Asst. to the Pres., Affirmative .A.ctibri, Officer. "The 
Power to Make Change." Friday, M~,y 13, Hills-
borough/ Sullivan Room, 8 to 9:30 a.m. Faculy /staff 
$3, students $1.50. RSVP Women's Commission 
1058 by noon, May-6. · 
HEALTH 
· namerit and the Stainless Steel- . 
ers, a semi-pro_ haridi(::apped 
basketball team from Concord. , 
,,_,_ The contest raised money· for ' 
. tran~p~rt?ti'qµ _ of handicapped ' 
students to.~social events, said 
President o_f the. Bandic-apped 
Student Organization, Dan Vo-
"!h~- grou,p plays all over 
agamst people- who are not 
disabled," said Vochon. '.'It's a .. 
fon thing to watch/ ' ... 
There were about ' a hundr; d •", " 
· people at the gym,_watching the 
. or just thinking about it are invited to meet for 
sharing discussion. Stop in for at least an hour; 
_bring you lunch. C~ll -862-3647 f?r_ more infor; 
mation. Every Monday, Non-Tradmona'1 Student 
Center, Pettee House,•1-1:3(') a:m.-1:30 .. p.;m. 
ALCOHOLICS AN.ONYMOUS --MEETING 
(OPEN): Individuals concerned about their drinking 
or drug use. Mondays, Tuesdays, We'dne~days, & 
Thursdays, 2nd Flo~r Conference Room, Heal.th 
chon. · . 
. At. the half, the Steelers team 
was winni11g 40-20. To make 
. the game interesting the Steel~. 
ers switched scores with the 
, SAE team and s-ta-rted the second 
· players figh(t it out, said Des-
marias. 
:"It was a great oppor.tun.ity 
to get the Greek system in-
volved," said Desmarias, "and 
.to help ACCESS for a great 
cause. 
T-Shirts 
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Custom Designs 
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty · " dvertising Items 
ln~House Art Dept. 
- 603/431 -8319 
Autun]n_Pond Park, Rt.191 Greenland, i._j_H_ 
MUB LOCKER RENTALS: Keys for the keyed 
lockers must be returned for key deposit REFUNDS . 
and locks must 6e removed from blue lockers by 
May 27. Lockers may }?e rented for .the summer; 
Stop in Room 322 of the MUB .. 
MA y DA y BAG LUNCH: Join us, in celebrating 
warm breeezes, colorful flowers, and the inter-, 
national workers holiday! 13ring your lunch and 
relax with other students; we'll probide beverages. 
. Tuesday, May 3, Non-Traditional Student Center, 
~ettee House, 12:30-2 p.m. 
STATUS OF WOMEN AT UNH: Sponsored by 
The Women's Center.. Panel Dist:ussion: Jane 
Firhian (Staff); J ari 'Harrow (Administration); 
Leaf Seligman (Faculty); Monica Wells (Student). 
Wednesday, May 4, Carroll-Belknap Room, MUB, 
7 p.m. · 
DO'A GONCERT: To benefit UNH Chapre·r of 
Amnesty International, Proceeds used to support 
human rights work DO' A, a world music ensemble 
playing musical.instruments from all over the world 
on Saturday, May 7, Strafford Room, MUB, 8 p.m. 
Tickets on sale at MUB Ticket Office. General $10, 
i $8 in advance) students, §enior~
1
;_ children $6 . . 
. Center, noon to 1 p.m. 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEET- < 
INGS: For individuals who have been affected ·by 
their parents drinking. Thursdays, 2nd Floor 
Conference Room Health Center, 1-2 p.m. 
AL-ANON (OPEN): lndivid_uals affected b:y 
another's use of alcohol or other drugs. Mondays, 
Room 106, James Hall, noon_ to 1 p.-m. 
MEETINGS 
CAMPUS GAY AND LESBIAN ALLIANCE 
MEETING: To set up support group meetings and 
set direction for next year. Coffee will pe provided. 
Sunday, May 1, Room 201, Horton SSC, 5, p.m. 
UNH COLLEGIATE 4-H MEETING '& BAR-
BECUE: Last meeting of year will be ·a barbec,ue 
at UNH Poultry Barn. There' will also be an 
imp~rtant meeting to elect next year's officers. 
Thursday, May 5, UNH Poultry Barn, 6:30 n.m. · 
Pre-registratiOn procrastination frustrati()n . 
By Bryan Alexander 
The clock on the wall reads 
4:19. 
· The lines have dissipated at 
the Registrar's office as have 
all the talk about professors, . 
. syllibi · and painless general 
education classes. For most pre-
registration is over. · 
The dock now reads 4:23. 
· The door of the office swings 
'open and Tom Bride walks in. 
He smiles and says hello to the 
employees as he throws his 
knapsack on. the table before · 
him. 
Seemingly oblivious to the 
intense pressure he pull~ out 
his regisration form and 1:iegins 
to make last minute changes for 
·next semester. Despite a mas-
' sive campaign by the Registrar's 
·office to get students to pre-
register earl Bride has man-
aged to wait to the last minute 
to turn in his form. 
. There is going -to be iio 
exten-sion this year as in year's 
past. The extra staff acthe office 
has handled the student load 
efficiently. The door will be 
·locked at 4:30 and student's who 
.miss the deadline will receive 
low-priority for their classes. 
It's 4:27- and still Bride has 
shown no sign of cracking under 
the intense pressure. It appears 
that he will be · the last student 
to gel his schedule in.on-time 
and be the winner of the first 
annual Rin Tin Tin Award. 
This award, named after the 
canine star of stage and screen 
who always arrived just in the 
nick of time, gives inspiration 
to procastinators a}l over the 
world. It shows that people can 
stop along the road of life an~ 
smell the roses ... really smell While Poirier has started semester. This made. the task 
. them, · · - completing the process, you even less attractive to P_oirier 
Suddenly the door opens and probably will never read about "It really ·s-µcks when it's nice 
Ed Poirier breezes in. He is him in Model.Student magazine. · on· th -e 1 a s -t day- of pre -
wearing a tank .top and a pair He sa-ys that whenever he has registration," he sighs. "Ir does." · 
of bright orange and yellow filled out the pre-registration Poirier claims he waited till 
shorts. He approaches the coun- form it has always been dropped_ the maximum ultra-violet rays 
ter and drops his ~lip. _off on the last day. were gone beforebeginning. 
Moments later one of the Today's was no exception. "I put it off till the sun's rays 
employees locks the door leav- Due to poor pl~nning by either were not at their peak,'' he says. 
ing the two students to battle Mother Nature or the admin- "I just threw my schedule to-
among themselves. The last one istracion, ,#1e last day to register . 
to leave will be the winner. was the most beautiful day this __ PRE-REG, pase 1~ 
Ac 4:35 Poirier exits the 
building the victor. . R. b ® B L. · h R b" 
Pre-registration .has always . U 8S . Y 819 U I~ 
been a crying time for tfiis first- .-----.--- ---....:... _____ ....;;;. ____ --. 
semester senior. He claims that ,... 
for two years he never even 
bothered · to .fill the forms out. 
Instead he picked up four classes 
at che beginning of each semes,. 
l 
Ed Poirier, this yea:('s win~er of the Rin Tin Tin Award, relaxes after a tough day's work 
at the Registrar's Office. (Peter Tamposi photo) 
''.First Junior becomes a fireman, then he elopes 
with that angel· w~o lives_ upstairs ... Good 
Lord, Herb,,where did we go right?" · I . 
. I 
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Smith Hall International Fiesta· - "Liesure Activi~ies Arouund , 
the World." International food and games outside. Live 
entertainment. 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. . 
Lecture - "Ecosophy and Deep Ecology." Norwegian ecological 
philosopher Arne N aess, U nivers1ty of Oslo, as guest of 
. Environm~ntal Conservation Program .will spealc. Room 
1-101, Parsons, 2 p.m.~ aH inyited. 
Literary Symposium - Keynote address· by Denis Donoghue, · 
Henry James Chair of Letters at New York University and 
professor of English and American Literature, University 
College, Dublin, Ireland. New England Center, 7 p.m., $24 
incluaes dinner, lecture at 8 p.m. Registration required -
English Dept., 862-1313. 
Universtiy Theater - ···Mother Courage and Her Children." 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, .8 p.m. . 
SATURDAY, APRIL 30 
UNH Spring Horse Trial·-·-Dres.s;i,g~. -100 competitorss from 
all ov~r New England, including UNH srudeat,s, .Gr.~en Acres 
Stables, Dover, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., spectators welcome, free. 
Men's Lacrosse - vs. Providence, 2 p.m. 
University, Theater - "Mother Courage and Her Children." 
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. 
Contra Dance - Calling by Ken Wilson, music by Lamprey 
River Band. Strafford Room, MUB, 8:30 P;_,_m., $4 
SUNDAY, MAY 1 
UNH Spring Horse Trial - Cros~.:country_ and stadium 
jumping. 100 competitors from laH over New England, 
including UNH stud:ents. UNH Light Horse Center, 8 
a.m. to 4 p.m., free. Spectators welcome. 
UNH Health Center Opening - Road race, health fair and 
guided tours. One-mile road· race, 10:30 a.m.; ribbon-cutting 
ceremony 11 a.m., open house, nool) to 4 p.m. Information: 
862-1460. · · · 
Honors Convocation - Lundholm Stadium,. Field House, · 
2p.m. 
Gerontology: Program Lecture - '1m~ges of Aging Through 
Music and ·story-Telling," Helen Kivnik, Psychologist. 
Room 110, Murlcland, 6 p.m. . . \ , 
~ • ' ' t ~ • ·, ,.. 
' -
MUSO Flim - ''A Streetcar Named,Desire." Strafford Room, 
MUB, 7 and 9:30 P·II_l·, stu~ents $1, general $2 
UNH Jazz Ba~d ~ D~ve Seiler,·. direc.ting. Johnson Theater, 
Paul Arts, 8 P·!ll· .. .. . · - .: . 
MONDAY, MAY 2 
Lectur.e - '_'Economic Refor~.iri'. China and Ru~sia: _lmplic~t~o~s 
for Amet1(:a and the World, Prof. Donald Zagona, kmenca s 
Leading exp·ert on Sino-Soviet relations. Room 4, Horton, 
3:30 p.µi., free, operi to public. 
Writers Series - Alice McDermott, winner of Wh1ting Literary 
Award & former UNH graduate student will read 1rom her 
fiction. She's· published '2 novels and short stories . Forum 
Room, Library, 4 ·p.in. 
TUESDAY, MAY 3 
~Last day an announced oral ~r written exam may b~ give~ 
before, final exam period. . 
Humanities Lecture Series - "Modern Art," Margo 0. Clark, 
A.r~: Room 216, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p'.m. 
Student Recital #7 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paur Arts, 1 p.m. 
Univers_ii:y Libraria~ Can~idat~"' Fr~drick _C. Lynden,_candidate 
for pos1t-10n of Urnvers1ty Librarian will meet w1th UNH 
· faculty and graduate students. Forum Roe>m, Library, 1 p.m. 
Human Rights Lecture - Joseph Gerson, Senior Program 
Secretary for American Friends Service Committee of New 
England and an authority on U.S. Policy, in Middle East will 
speak about human rights and violations in Israel. Room 
128, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m:- · · ", -- · ·· 
. CALENDAR INFORMATION MUSTBE -SUBMITTED TO . 
: THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
'.. (Observe deadlines ~n proper forms) 
e New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semi-weekly 
throughout the academic.year_- Our offices ar:e located in Room 151 of the-Memorial 
Union Building , UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business Ofice hours: Monday-
~riday 10am-3pm. Acad.emic year subscription: $24.00. Thiro class postage 
paid at Durham, NH 0~824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day.' . 
The New Hampshire will.in no case be responsible for typographical-or other·_ 
;rrors, but will reprint that pan_of an advertisment in which a typo~.r.aphical 
error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASJ'ER: send address· changes 
to The New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000-copies printed 
j r issue b- ournal Tribune, Biddeford Maine. 
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Finally relief . for S)3P winllers 
By Rich Kelley 
-- Wendy Hammond and Mike 
Rose, the newly elected student 
body president and vice pres-
ident, greeted their victory 
Wednesday night with a com- -
bination of enthusiasm and 
relief. 
Hammond said "It was a 
tough elect.ion because it went 
so long, I'm glad it's finally over. 
I am really ~xcited." 
Hammond and Rose received 
54 percent of the vote while Jay · 
Gould and Jen Turbyne received , 
42 percent of the vote. · · 
Rose said "There was a lot 
of last m_inute campaigning and 
i;eaction ( to the candidates) was 
split, I wasn't going in cocky ,:J.rid 
confident." · 
At nine o'clock, while await-·_:: 
ing the results ·and feeling tense, 
a beer at the Wildcat was just 
what the doctor ordered. A little 
more relaxed, it was_;thati back. 
to t_h~ MU:B to continue pacing. 
A'.s the ·results of the election 
were being finalized, ii: was then 
- . that Rose knew they had won. Mike Rose and Wendy Hammond, happy over their electio~ , I . . 
win.,.(Peter Tamposi photo) 
EDdRdPE 
_ from Boston on Schedule_d Airlines 
DESTINATIONS ow RT 
LONDON from $200 ~9 
< PARIS 235 470 
ATHENS ~ 315 630 
SHANNON 210 420 
MOSCOW 395 790 
WORLDWIDE 
DESTINATIONS ow RT 
AUCKLAND -from $- $959 
SYDNEY - 1070 
HONGKONG 495 749 
TOKYO ----- - 795 
BALI 690- 1120 
• ENQUIRE FOR l,IP Tc;> DATE RATE 
· Similar low tares from most major l,!.S. cities are available. We have 
special Student and Youth fares to all major worldwide destinations. 
· We also issue Eurail Passes and International Student tD. Cards. 
CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE COPY OF THE STUDENT TRAVEL 
-HANDBOOK AND RESERVATION INFORMATION TO: 
. THE STUDENT TRAVEL NETWORK 
ST/j -ST/j 
STA TRAVEL WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL 
NEW YORK 
17 East 451b St., Suite 507 . 
BOSTON 
273 Newbury St. 
Boston, MA 02116 New York, NY 10017 
! 266-6014 ! 98&~-9470 
Rose said,- "Out of the corner 
of my eye I saw my campaign the election. to enj··-oy more beer and thel i ... _ _ ;,$.81;f~B·-,, ~-f. P. ·a·rt o·.. _f 
manager jumping up and down, "I commend Jay andjen in company of friends. . I ' e . 
I knew we had won it." their effort,"-she said. "Mike · ~ · 
As word of the results spread, . and I want to get as much : . "The· whole reason behind I 
· hugs were given, high (ives were accomplished as we said we wer~ why we ran is , to get students I , 
ex.changed and victory cigars . :going to." involved, there i1a,s got to be I Th N- · 
'"were lit. . . Ro'se said "Ir didn't hit me sru~e?~ fee~back _to .~he 1;9licies I e ew 
Hammond, and 'Ro~e both at first, it is a relief it is all over." we mmate, he said. We re glad ~r,; _ 
expressed grat·itude ~for ·the. ··After the initial shock hit, it we woh but the hard work has I · ·.- 
-~~ ~k_W_nl _j 
__ A night planned for cele6ra- disappointment. H ~· was very "'u·ncfer doors throughout the " ·· - - . --- - - -- ----- ' -
tion by -Jay Gould and Jen comfortable going into the eri~ire campus and urging stu- 1 
Turbyne ended early as they· elections with the momentum dents to take part in the two day 
we,re defeated 52 percent to 42 . he felt his party ahd gained in - eleqion. . · 
_-' percent, by Wendy Hammond the past week.. Following the announcement 
·and Mike Rose in· the stuc,k_nt . "We think we 4_ad the head..: of the votes at approximately 
'body presidentiahun~off W~ start during the runoff," said 10 pm, both parries went to 
'nesday nignt. · _ _ · · _ Goul~. - Wildcat Pizza with their respec-
For ·Gould the night shifted . About 25 Gould supporters .rive groups of followers. After 
· · ·congratulating Hammond and 
Jay G_ould remains optimistic about the future. (File photo) 
*wo~ .Association 
'( 603) 669-2423 . 
Word Processing • 1'.YJ)ing • Transcription 
Dm·harri, N~w Hampshire 
Rose, Gould left the loud gath~ 
ering to be with some of his 
campaign workers in the stu-
dent senate room. 'Tm extreme-
ly exhausted,'' he said. 
Although the campaign_did 
not bring a :y:_ictory, Gould was 
quick to point out the success 
· of the oveqll election. 
"It's a credit to UNH. I think 
our voters understood the 
issues," said Gould. "The uni-
versity took a good look at 
recognition and experience. We 
stressed experience and ran a 
clean campaign,'' he added. 
. Gould hopes togain a posi-
tion on the executive board next 
year. He may want to keep his 
current job as chairperson of 
the Students for the University 
council, but for now he is just 
· happy that t-he~election is all 
qver. . 
' -"All student organizations 
will be glad that ·rhis election 
is over. It's time to get back to 
work," said Gould. 
Tile New Hampshire: 
bloqd, 
sweat and tears -








Granite State Management & Resou~es, a New Hampshire voluntary rorporation, is responsible for and administers 
the ALPS program. Granite State Management & .Resources uses the name "New Hampshire Higher Education 
Assistance Foundation" under the terms of a limited license agreement. 
Please send me information on the Foundation's 
ALPS programs to help me pay for college. 
Name ·_, _ _ _ _______ _______ _ 
Address _ __ ~------------ -
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We offer referral bonuses and 
scholarship opportunities. 
Call Key personal today for details _ 
964-9495 
Get your career off 
. to a flying start! 
Attend Air Force Officer 
I ' ,, ' ,, Training_School, 
, earn a commission 
: and.begin a rewarding career. 
SHERRI C. 
(Jayne Fonda) 
The Air Force offers you good 
• - .. pay, complet~ medical care 
. : __ -~ ~ :~ " · · anq muc~_ more. Call 
Some things seem like-for-e-
-ver before they happen- ,but, • 
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MSGT RICHARD LEBEL 
6.03-868-7286 COLLECT 
·'· Happy Birthday and Party 
Hard this weekend! You're 
a one in a million women! 
Lots of Love and Drinks -
. ', . 
, . 
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·_ SAVE BIG 
NOW 
THE OUT BACK 
44 MAIM ST - DURHAM 
Fit To. A Tee 
Let us outfit your . 
organization, team, 
fral or sorodlY · · 
155 Portland Ave 
Dover,NH 
·--·- --·-··--
.. , . ...,~ . . 
' r. ,,;. _,_,,,. __ .. . 
cJ.I yo•r Durham rep for a·. fit To A Tee 
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~ 'What can I do vvith a n1ajor (continued from page 1) ·-
' n1in.or) in sociology?' 
date: Tuesday May 3rd 
time: 1-2 pm . 
place: Horton Social Science Center, 
room 439 ( 4th floor) _ . 




PEIIS - JEWELRY 
& LOTS MOiia 
SAVE BIG 
NOW 
THE OUT BACK 
44 MAIN ST - DUIBAll 
campaign. 
Gould said he was disapointed 
with the results, but that there 
was really nothing else he could 
have done to change them. · 
He said he will continue to 
be involve~ in student govern-
ment next year. Gould is app-
lying to continue his present 
office as Students For the Uni-
. versity Council. 
, Gould stressed his experience 
and involvement and said he 
would continue his efforts to 
stan9- up· for students rights next 
year. 
• He · said one of the main 
problems the senate will address . 
next year is public awareness 
. of senate activity and issues. He 
said, "I want to thank all of the -
. students who have been in-
volved in this campaign, as well 
as the s.enate for all it's done." 
Outgoing Student Body Pres-
ident W arnerJ o_nes said the 
election was dose· and that, "It 
was up in the air until the last 
ballot was cast." 
Jones said he hopes the new 
administration will address the · 
parking, housing, and general ,.~~~~~~~11!1111~•~~~~-------JI&. education issues that .were put 
LEA.RN  on the back burner during his . _ . • · administration while the Co-e Rec Gym took priority. ARTEN.DING He said the Co-Rec Gym · · became the number one priority 
EARN E.XTRA INCOME .QR when the administration fal-
tered on the issue. Jones said 
Ian. d a good summer Jmob the procedure the Senate fol-. , lowed in addressing the Co-Rec 
gym facility should be imple-
mented in all Senate problem 
solving ,,casks. ,·. , -,: SPECIAL ONE-WEEK DAY COURSE 
MAY 23-27 
EASY AND FUN ... TEL. (603)659-3718 
CALL MASTER 
0 R WRITE lH\J.T~,.11~,J~,H~O~ .... 
TODAY 84 Main Street , _ 
Newmarket, N.H. 03857 
:.c l)C ac 
He said stude~t input, re-
search, committees, and pres -
,. · entations w~re the keys to 
affective leadership. 
Although there was some 
mix-up in the closing times of 
the ballot boxes, Roderick said 
the polling ended at 7 :00 p:m .. 
He said the University Police 
collected the ballot boxes an 
.. ] hour early at. th' e three dining 
. Don't Panic!! halls, Stoke and Dimond Li-
. brary. Polling in the MUB ended 
, at 7:00 p.m., and the academic 
] 
building'~ ballot ~oxes closed 
at 4:00, said Roderick. 
~?PEB COOBIE . * · 1-::~i~~!t! ;-
COOKIE .ROSES ] that the fraterniti-es requested . 
· We will ship a speci~l 
Cookie gift ANYWHERE 
. in the USA!! 
ORDER NOW!! 
' 
this for their pledge programs. 
] 
UNH has had a SHARPP 
· program since 1982. Of those 
years Morrison said, "We think 
. we'.ve started to make a small 
] 
dent to bring about awareness, 
but we have a long way to go.\' 
Goodmon is currently work-
ing on a graduate degree in crisis 
] 
. int~.rvention, victimization, and 
abuse. She received her B.A. in 
linguistics from Col~mbia Uni-
] 
versity in 1974, and an M.A. in 
. 
international business manage-
ment from Columbia in '1985. · 
She has been the executive 
] 
director of the Women's Re- . 
·sourc'e Center in Portsmouth 
since 1985. Morrison said, "She 
. has the respect of people in the 
] 
community, law enforcement 
offici~ls,. (rape) sur~ivor~ _a~d 
the Dismct Attorneys office. . 
] 
Goodmon was not available 
for comment about her appoint-
ment as SHARPP coordinator. 
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AffENTION ALL YOU AMBITIOUS CREATIVE TIP.ES: : 
The· :student Pte~s, producer of UNH's most: beloved magazine, . 
MAIN STREET, .has openings for the .fall: - ··"· -J 
3 Story Editors: You harass writers and then rip their stuff -apart. and ca_ll it editing! Loads : ·, 
of fun. - · 
l Production Manager: or Managing Editor, if you prefer. Anyone interested in graphic -art 
· or magazine layout should apply. You,· (yes you) determine what the magazine is going to look · 
like, what goes where, and so ·on and on. A truly enriching experience. · 
1 
• 
1 Adverti:d_ng Director: WSBE folks get to put to practice all tho&e neat little theories that 
s.ome 103 year old professor taugt!t them. Lots of o_rganization, drive, and patience a must ( a 
.. sense of humor is nice; you'll .need it)f Oh yeah, 20% COMMISSION! -
, 2 PrQduction Assistants: You -help the production Manager (or Managing Editor if you prefer) 
:' .. put tog~ther UHN's most belov.-d-,t1agazine. Plenty of joy·to go around! . 
. 2 AJI Associates: SELL, SELL, SELL! See if you.can convince local skinflints to part with their , 
money. Another 20% COMMISSION job! 
All are co~pensated positions. That mea~s you get paid. Plus, you've got the added benefit of genuine, · 
honest-to-gosh, hard-core, hand.;on experience that future employers crave so much!!· 
_ So what are you waiting for? Apply toda9. Stop by ROOM 153 in the MUB and pick up an application 
· or call 862-2730. · - -. - - · · 
;Applicatiqns are due .May 11. 
, . 
Student Press, the zaniest job you'll ever love! .. M~ybe. 
LEARN 
CPR* 
/If · Co-sponsored b'{ the Departmentof Physical . tl 
n::: WHO Education, School 0~ Health Studies and StudentitI!\\ 





card , I 
I HOW ~:!rmali:~~ncl application:3;:ilOble through I 
Im Phys Ed Office in NH Ha·11 (862-2070). . i/1 
It • American Heart Associati:on Certification- Course· A - I 
!lillli Adult single-rescuer CPR and adult obstructed airway" 'Ill 
iii modules. ( . . 'ii 
:m Other AHA-CPR Certification programs available_Jnqyire. i ..,___,._______ I :-· - ··--




PINS . - JIWILRY 
· & LOTS MORI . 
SAVE BIG 
NOW 
THE OUT BACK 
·44 MAIR ST - DURHAM 
WORK OUTDOORS 
THIS SUMMER 
HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE LEARN 
ABOUT THEIR ENVIRONMENT 
. AT RINE ISLAND DAY CAMP 
2849 BROWN AVE. 
MANCHESTER, NH 03103 
CALL 627-5637 
' FOR INFORMATION 
Management Trainees 
New Hampshire & Maine 
We're one of America's largest property and casualty 
insurance firms, protecting 100,000 businesses and 2 
million individuals. We currently have outstanding 
entry level opportunities for people who want to go 
places with an insurance leader. To qualify, you should 
. have a degree in Business Administration or _ Liberal 
Arts and demonstr_ate a high degree of analytical abil-
ity ahd excellent communication skills. 
I 
In addition to a- competitive salary and an excellent 
benefits package, we offer ongoing educational pro~ · 
grams designed to broaden both technical and 
management skills. These openings are at our off' r;es 
in Portsmouth, on the New Hampshire shore and 
Lewiston, in the heart of Maine. -
If you would like to be considered; please send your 
resume, with salary history, to Richard Vigdor, .· Director 
of Hiring, Liberty Mutuaf lnsurc:,ce Company, 225 
Borthwick Avenue, · Portsmouth NH 03801. 
· uBER1Y-.· 
MUTUAL" 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Group 
. Equal· Opponunity Employer 
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BEAUTIFUL NAILS FOR BEAUTIFUL HANDS 
NAIL CARE CENTER 
i(;ml(;JlU ID)iwm.~ Jfw 
N.H. Special Olympics 
Live Entertainpient 
LABONZA of Chelmsford, Mass. 
Elks Hall, Rte. 108, Dover, N.H. 
April 30, 1988 8 PM to Midnight 
-YOU MUST BE 21 OR OLDER TO 
PURCHASE A TICKET 
DONATION: Sl0.00 per· person 
Call Bruce at 868-6108 for ticket info. 
* 
ACCESS~ 
(continued from pag~ 2) 
-10 minute~ between classes? 
Just thinking about it now 
makes my arms throb. 
Ron comes up behind me and 
he tells me other problems with 
the UNH campus, little things, 
that'.' for the handicapped 
· amount to so much. For exam-
ple, water, faucets all over cam-
pus are not fit for the average 
wheel chair height, nor are 
elevator buttons or bathroom 
sinks. 'Street curb ramps are few 1· 
and far between, and the dis-
tance between entrance doors 
do not allow space enough for 
a wheelchair. , 
I ask Ron why the University 
is so un-equipped for such 
matters . He replies that the 
whole problem is basically a lack 
of funds to the University, or 
rather, unfair· distribution. 
We wheel to the MUB's 
airport lounge-, and I tell Ron 
about the one important aspect 
I found about the whole expe-
rience. People around campus 
were very helpful an<i courteous. 
They were. concerned and of-
fered to help me with doors, 
hills, and other things which 
I normally do not even pay any 
attention to. 
If ~very person on this cam-
pus had to spend an hour in a 
wheel chair, people would 
realize how easy it is to take the 
simplest things for granted. At -
any point on the tour I could 
have stood up and helped myself 
if things got too difficult. But 
the important thing to realize 
is that they can't. 
Three Stereos for 
the Price of 1.3 
We dol)'t have to tell you about the advantages of a personal stereo-- the Sony Walkman® 
and others have made FM stereo, audio cassettes, and even the digital clarity of compact 
disc portable and economical. But the "personal" in personal stereo is good news and bad 
news. You c.an listen without bothering the rest of the world (or the world bothering you), 
but until recently it's been impossible to share the sounds. If you wanted portable music 
for picnics or tailgate parties you had to go out and buy a "blaster" (for a bit more . than 
you paid for your Walkman), and if you wanted decent sound back a_t the dorm you were 
in for some real expense. · · ...a1·...-i::31111,,. 
Introducing SpeakerackTM by Galax. 
It starts with a pair of fully portable 
1 amplified dynamic speakers that 
pump out more clean sound than 
you'd believe. Plug them into your 
personalstereo,separate 
the speakers and you've" 
got a dorm full of sound. 
Snap them onto th~ir thermoplastic framework . 
and you've got a."blaster" complete with c;arrying strap and a place for your stereo. 
We're the Campus' Connection™ and we think electronic equipment co~ts too ~uch. By 
.the time it's gone from the manufacturer to a trading company to the distributor to 
the wholesaler to the store .... everybody has some of your money except you. Our solution 
is cut out most of the distribution network so we can afford to sell the Speakerack for $39. 
We're so excited about the sound of these speakers we·guarantee you'll love the sound or 
. your money back--no questions asked . . 
Please send me _Speakerack TM amplified 
speaker system(s) for $39 each. 
Name _____ _._ _______ -.-_ 
. Address ____________ _ 
City/State/Zip_--"---------
Telephone#. ( )--------~ 
□ Payment enclosed 
□ Mast~rCard card # _______ exp~ 
□ Visa signature·--,--,-----=.,,--..,..,...,=-----,--=---:-:--:----,--
ca1ifomia residents add sales tax. Allow· 4-6 weeks for shipping. 
Full r&fund if returned within 30 days. 
· the Campus Connection Dept. NHR9 . 
10573 West Pico Blvd.•Suite 210 Los Angeles, 'CA 90064. 
the Campus 
ConT1£ction 
the mail order student store . , 
Dept. NHR9 • 10573 West Pico Blvd. 
· Suite 21 0 • Los Angeles, CA 90064 
o 1988 Electronics Trading Company. "th& Campus Connection,· "the mail order.student store," and "Speakerack" are trademarks of Electronics Trading <?ompany 
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For a resume that can do the job, . 
depend on Kinko'·s. 
_T~E NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 1988 
. I 
· Box 113, Route 302, Center C~nway, New Hampshire 03813. 603447-2177 
Errol, New Hampshire• Box 113, Center Conway, N.H. _03813 • 803-447-2177 -
I • 
(continued from page 5) 
gether:,J don't ev~n~know what 
my last class is."· ·1 · 
'T,m sure there are· all types 
of time conflicts,",he adds. 
ki 
But that is a · problem for 
September, and September is 
an eternity away, -$0 after com-
pleting the process, his· studious 
task for the day, Po.irier returned 
~~~~~~'-"~~~~~S'!li:~~~~sa:!SSU:~~~ hnme and relaxed in front of 
r • 
® 
• Copies . • Office Supplies Safe. and Secure 
• B_inding _ • Convenient Hours . SUMMER STORAGE SPECIAL 
$150 May~Sept • Floppy Disks- • Resume Papers 
· ~1 MAIN STREE!, DURHAM 
868-6322 
MIDNIGHT ·OIL · 
DIE_SEL AND_ . . DUS~ 
.· lncludll'\9: world~ 
a-• Are aurnlng/l>l88ffl .._- Heart 
- That weapon/The "'"""" Put oown _ Soffi811mes . 
. THE ops· wooDENT 
. WOODEii t,~G~:~ 
- · oMTHEna . _ 
Including: Me feel 
Wh881~~•~~W::~ Give OUt 
Maybe II Stot> n,1s car .... 
Save big with advao_ce payment on 
- our most popular 4x6 ft bin 
Purdy Self-Storage, Dover 
uunn1\\t\\S 
RTH SCHOOL, WORK, DEATH 
Bl _, ' _ 1nc1udl~:., ·Death · · 
Birth ·School, wUI.., n . ' Am I coming oow Time 
. WhenSald So/S.T.B.1-H I Only Had eause I .. 
742-4422 
Available at Strawberry's 
Records and TaJ?eS 
at everyday low _prices . 
, CBS Records Inc. 
. f CBS Inc. © 1988 . 
. IA\,. . ,. ~ are trademarks o . 




- (c?n.,1nued from page 3) 
was always told .his se~ life· 
. would get better ·o-rice he fell in 
· love. Keily did not know there. 
were other types of -relation-
ships besides heterosexual ones. 
There were n·ot any clinics 
supplying pamphlets back then,. 
explaining the np.rmaiity of his 
feelings, he said. 
. · ' ' ' ' . . • f ' . . .. ' .. . ' . . ,-'.,.. .: · . . , · . '_ : . . . . . .../ . ( • 
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UNIVERSI'I_'Y OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
-TH~&D\~E 
MOTHER COURAGE 
· - AND HER CHILDREN 
"A CHRONICLE OF TI-IE TI-IIRTY YEARS WAR" 
by Bertolt Brecht 
directed by Ton·y Kushner 
Evening Performances: 
April 22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30 
at 8:00 P.M. 
Morning Performance: 
April 27 at.10:30 A.M! 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
Durham 
General: $6.00 
UNH students/ employees, . 
alumni and seniors: $5.00 
New England Center Restaurant 
Dinner Theater Package 
Reservations: 862-2290 
r~,'W~-..-~~-,, F=~::=::::s::~~~c,:s:~~~~~s::x::::D~~~=m 
I DA TE RAPE... i LEARN THE BASICS 
1 - ~ FOR SELF DEFENSE 
I - AtDS... I Com· e to the.· I • 






What Do You Think? :j 
I ~ ~ 1- i o I i f-. I ~ Z 
L,\J 
Prck up your ·copy of Perspectives ~ 
now and r~view some of the 
issues/concerns we· students 
share. ·. 
~ I I I ! Copies are available at MUB I 






I ogy Dept. Office. I it .I MONDAY MAY 2nd 
I Ir! -Granite State Room - MUB 
-ri 
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Homopb9bic ,havoc 
I :, ,:. •-{~ _, •\ !' t ' <; 
The words "natural and healthy" are goocr trying to do." 
· What THESE people are trying to do 
is_ tell young people who may be feeling 
,sexually attracted to the same gender that 
they are not fr~aks, they · are not sick, they 
are not wrong. 
also among.:-our county commission.-
Dumont said, "We let those guys out of 
the closet ten years ago, I think we should 
put them back in," Foster's reported. 
11.\V.Ord~. They are what Americans aspire 
to be. We ~jog aod sweat to be healthy, eat 
granola and bean sprouts to be natural. From 
Nutrasweet to Metamucil, the words 
"na,tural and healthy" are labels used to 
sell us a way of life. 
· But attach the words "natural and 
~healthy" -to the homosexual way of Jife and 
here in Strafford County all hell breaks 
loose. That is to say ignorant homophobic 
·what the- Strafford County Commission 
is saying is that they think homosexuals 
.ARE freaks, sick and wrong. 
- What Dumont and Roberge want to teach 
their own children is their own business. 
But Dumont's public sentiment that ho-
-mosexuals should "be put back in the closet 
imp.lies the continued repression of the 
rights of homosexuals. Intolerence and 
discrimination are the values -the commis~ 
sion seems to be say:ing they would rather 
teach young people. 
- paranoia br~s loose, especially among 
the Strafford CouQty Commissioners. 
For those who believe that homosexuality 
is not "natural", the evidence is.inconclusive 
whether a person's sexual orientation is 
generic~ environmental. If sexual orien-
tation is indeed genetic, then denying the 
rights of homosexuals is the_ saine as 
discriminating against a person because 
of their skin color. 
The commissioners attitudes ar~ not only 
unhealty, but are also dangerous in ligh~ 
of the very high suicide rates among 
teenagers confused and guilty about their 
sexuality. The sex education manual pre- -
pared by The Clinic may be the only support 
a young person with homosexual feelings 
may get. 
'Two weeks ago Commissioners Paul 
· Dumont and Roland Roberge voted to 
freeze county funding to a prenatal care 
program offered by The _Clinic in Dover 
because Qt.a c;:ex education manual The Clinic 
producect-which calls homosecuality "nat-
ural and healthy.,,·--rhe cut in funds, illegal 
according to County. Attorney Lincoln 
Soldati, virtually threatens -to end prenatal 
care to nearly 300 women until the high 
Those who would like to discriminate 
against homosexuals argue' that sexual 
orientation is a choice, and homosexuals 
make the ·WRONG choice, so they forfeit 
rights as humans. But what about religion So frightening is the thought of high 
school student learning that homosexuality 
is "natur;1l a~d healthy" that the commission 
pulled its $39,000 frdm The Clinic, of which 
not a penny went . toward the sex manual. 
Instead pregnant woman are being held 
hostage. 
-school sex education :manual is rewritten 
to -conform to the views of the afore 
· or politics? The Constitution guarantees 
rights to everyone regardless which political 
party or faith they chose. Homosexuals 
sliould not be second class citizens because 
of their choice of sexual partners. 
mentioned seemingly i_gnorant homophobic 
comm1ss1oners. - - · 
Foster's Daily Democrat quoted Roberge 
as saying,. "I think the parents out there 
should be-aware of what these people are 
Yet th.e attitude that homosexuality is 
not "natural and healty" is pervasive in 
<an intolerant society, and unfortunately You decide what's ''natural' artd h_ea~thy.'' 
Screwed 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in response to 
Tuesday's Forum article by Steven 
Jury. One doesn't have to be a senior 
to feel "screwed over" by the system 
at UNH. I have been a student here 
for only qvo semesters, ·but my 
experienc~s with the administration 
have already discouraged ine into 
the attitude shared mostly by upper 
classmen. Due to special circum-
stances I was not a mainstream 
student and had many chances to 
discover the fine print and red tape 
that allow students to fall through 
the cracks of the .system. . / 
I could go on and give my own 
sob story of being denied housing, 
parking, classes, financial aid, 
oxygen and so forth but I think 
we' re all sick of those. What I want 
to. point out is that these problems 
dern't face the average' freshmen 
with their fat wallets and 
responsibility-free lives, but instead 
bear down on the veterans who have 
been around for a while. Just when 
students feel they hae accomplished · 
something after their first two years 
of higher education, they are booted 
off campus and given many a cold 
shoulder by the administration. 
After all their effort,, don't they 
deserve better? Needless to say I 
am not looking forward to becom-
ing a senior. 
Sure, freshmen need specia.l 
treatment. Starting college can be 
a: big step and a little guidanc~ can · 
make a big difference as the students 
try to adjust. But why should UNH 
be a kindergarten? Let high school 
prepare students fpr reality. College 
should be a place where we can earn 
something- school pride, s_elf-
wort~ and a diploma- not the 
cynicism I see conditioned into most 
upperclassmen. 
Ur::ifortunately, UNH.is really just 
a big 'business, interested in money. 
J?ue to their numbers, incom·ing 
freshmen cost the least to educate 
during their first year. Obviously, 
this is why they are always the 
largest class, and growing larger 
ey_ery year. 
The administration must make 
,UNH look as appealing as possible 
to maintain the high volume of 
applications and to rake in th
1
e 
tuition. How many of us predicted 
the difficulties of getting classes 
for our major or the costs of off 
campus living before they were 
actually forced upon us? These and 
countl_ess other problems are the 
last things on an applicant's mind, 
because the administration is an 
excellent con-artist, as most of us 
know. "Screwing over" students 
is easy to get away wirh, beca.use 
the most we can do is transfer. 
That's fine with the administration, . 
because upper classmen can _be 
. easily replaced with a less expensive 
student. There's a sucker- or should 
I say freshman- born every minute. 
So what can we do about our 
frustrations, besides whine? Forget 
the Student Senate- to consider 
them powerful is as absurd as 
considering UNH a democracy. 
Don't bother hassling the faculty, 
they're just doing their job. Stop _ 
calling _Gordon Haaland the "an-
tichrist," because he isn't listening. 
To Steven Jury I say let's start that · 
activist club- I'd love to be V.P. or 
better yet Treasurer. I don't have 
any time either, but since none of 
us have any money of our own that 
ought to be an easy job. Let's let 
these problems be seen by the 
incoming students. Somehow we. 
must get organized and show the 
administration that students know 
what they want from a University, 
and are going to put their tuition 
where their mouth is. When money 




To the Editor: 
I find it unfo-ttunate that infor-
mation is so· often misinterpreted 
by The New Hampshire. HoVfever, 
I will gladly take some of the blame 
for imperfect communication if it 
results in a bener understanding 
of the situation regarding Drug and 
Alcohol policies. Th'e Health and 
Human Services Council had no-
thing to do with the Drug Advisory 
Committee's (DAC) recommenda-
tions proposed at last Sunday's 
Student Senate meeting. The chair 
of the council, however, is histor-
ically appointed co-chair of the 
DAC. I was bringing the senate the 
recommendations of this advisory 
committee to J. Gregg Sanborn 
because I wanted students to a.) 
know what those recommendations 
were and b.) have a voice i.n the 
process via the Judicial policy 
committee if there were inherent 
discrepancies oversought by the 
DAC. The DAC had no malicious 
intentions, nor did they wish their 
recommendations to be construed 
as a breach of human/ adult rights. 
I find it odd that anyone would 
accuse me of this given my role this . 
year. I have fought to inCr(!as~ · 
handicapped access and ~resented_ 
a resolution to ensure rights for 
AIDS victims which will be brought ; 
up again on April 24th. I am an 
advocate for student1(£ights as a 
member of the Consumer Boar,d 
which acts on complaints agains 
Health Services. And I have con-
sistently initiated programming 
for issues of student concern such 
as two self defense programs and 
the play, "Food Fright." 
I do not profess to have a working 
knowledge of potential loopholes 
in the Alcohol and Drug rules and 
want them to be challenged in the 
best interest of students if.such 
flaws exist. · · 
I would hope that students see 
this as an opportunity to get 
involved in rules which govern 
· them instead of attacking those who 
strive to make this possible. 
I encourage you to get involved. 
Thank 'you, 
Monica L. Wells 
Health and Human Services Chair 
ELliABETH B. COTE, Editor-in-Chief 
I ., 
· JOANNE MARINO, Managing Editor . ROBERT C. DURLING, Man~ging Editor 
BRYAN ALEXANDER, News Editor JAY KUMAR, News Editor 
MARKT. BABCOCK II, Sports Editor CHARLES J. McCUE Jr., Sports Editor 
PETER TAMPOSI, Photo Editor. ADDIE HOLMGREN, Photo Editor / 
SUSAN FLYNN, Forurn ~ditor . ARTHUR LIZIE, Arts Editor 
. KAREN PSZENNY, Business Manager . 
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University Forum 
Israel rieedS 'it · partner·\ 
-By Lee Rosen(ield 
My name is Lee Rosen.field, president of Hillel-
UNH's Jewish Student Organization. I feel that 
there is a strong need for ,someone to respond to . 
the recent accusations that Israel is the antagonist 
of the· Middle Eastern War that is taking place along 
the occupied territory of the West Bank. 
The following article from the popular and 
nationally known newspaper, USA Today is the 
point that I am trying to make with regard to these 
accusations. r would like to share this article with 
your re_aders. It is entitled "Israel Needs A Partner 
Willing To Make Peace." · 
President Reagan, in the final months of his 
presidency, seems to be taking forceful steps toward _ 
forcing a just solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict. 
Time1s on no one's side; the peace .process must 
be-5.ccelerated. · 
The Arabs, having failed to destroy Israel in three 
major wars, are now waging a new war- fought 
on the streets with Molotov Cocktails (hand made 
hand grenades), lethal rocks, crowbars, and knives. 
This is a far cry from peaceful demonstrations 
and civil disobedience. Lives are being lost on both 
sides. 
l sympathize deeply with the Palestinians. But 
their rage is directed at the wrong party. For over:_ 
forty years, they have been used as pawns by their 
Arab bretheren. They were abandoned and _left 
that 17 year old Israeli soldiers under siege are 
scared? -
Schultz, wh0 has been energetic in his .quest for 
peace, has now sent his representatives, Philip 
Habib and Richard Murphy, to the Middle East . 
They should press Saudi Arabia, a chief beneficiary 
of the U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf, to join the 
peace process. President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt 
has already come to Washington to express his 
willingness to be in_volved. · 
Unfortunately, however, the most n·eeded par-
ticipant is absent. A Palestinian leader must emerge 
who is committed to a non-violent means of reaching 
a peaceful solution. Only then will the good faith 
exist that is necessary for ~ successful negotiation. 
Israel cannot make peace without a partner, and 
Schultz is as good a broker as the parties ever hope · 
to find. 
Throu.ghout the history of the Arab-Israeli 
conflict, every time the two parties have sat down 
together, an agreement has been reached. Getting 
the peace process back on track could be a great 
achievement of this administration. . . 
This article was written by Morris Abram of USA · 
Today. I hope that this article helps UNH Students 
realize the complexity of the situation in the Middle 
East as well as understand that Israel is not 
necessarily the "bad guy" in this si~uation. 
j 
homeless, when the Arabs refused to accept. the 
United Nation's partition plan in 1949; They were 
further betrayed and forced into more refugee camps 
after the Six Day War wh~n the Arabs refused to 
negotiate a peace settlement. 
In fact, Israel has actively sought to help the 
Palestinians. In 1971, and again in 1981, Israel, 
on it's own, unilaterally built permanent housing 
for Arab refugeesjn Gaza where 60,000 former 
inhabitants of campus . now live. Yet, every 
November, the United Nations passes a resolution· 
under Arab sponsorship calling upon Israel tO return 
these people to the squalid camps. 
Except for Anwar Sadat of Egypt, the Arabs have 
continuously responded to·Israel's invitation to 
make peace by invoking the three no's of the 
· Khartoum Conference: "no negotiation, no recog-
nition, no PEACE with Israel." 
For his efforts, Sadat achieved a meaningful and 
lasting peace and the return of every square inch 
of territory lost in the Six Day War. .. 
. Last Fall, Secretary of State George Schultz invited 
both Prime Minist~r ltzak Shamir of Israel and 
King Hussein of Jordan to come to Washington 
during the Reagan-Gorbachev summit to begin 
direct peace talks. Shamir accepte'd the invitation. 
Hussein refused. If the militancy of the Palestinians 
frightens even the King of Jordan, is it any wond!=r 
· Lee Rosenfield is.-a sophomore Health Studies ma~ 
JOr 
Unwanted sexual experiences at UNH 
By Sally ·Ward . 
The issues of sexual assault, date rape, unwanted 
sex, and harrassrnent have been of much concern 
on campus since last spring. What is the extent 
of the pr-oblem at UNH? Who expe_riences the 
problem? Where do unwanted sexual experiences 
occur and under what circumstances? How might 
the University reasonably respond · to the problem? 
In an effort to answer some of these questions, 
the Social Science Research Center has been 
conducting a study of unwanted sexual experiences 
on campus. The preliminary results are- now 
available. We want to _begin to communicate these 
results to the UNH community and to add evidence 
from the study to the discussions of the issu~ on 
campus. 
In order to gather inforrhation frpm students, 
we designed a questionnaire asking ab~ut unwanted 
sexual experiences during the academic year 
(September through February). We ,administered 
the questionnaire in several c _ lasses, selected to 
' achieve a cross-section of the undergraduate student 
populatio'n. Data were collected from a sample of 
337 men and 524 women. 
The students were asked about three different 
kinds of unwanted sexual e:x:periences: sexual contact 
(kissing, fondling, touching in an intimate way); 
attempti_flg intercourse; and completed intercourse. 
To get information only on unwanted experiences, 
we told the students to answer for "those situations 
in which you were certain at the tim~ you did not 
want to engage in the sexual experience and you 
either communicated this in some way (e.g., you , 
said po; you protested; you said you didn't want 
to; you physically struggled; yqu cried; etc.),.or 
you were intimidated or forced." 
What did we find? 34% percent of the wom·en 
had experienced unwanted sexual contact during 
this academic-year; 20% experienced unwanted 
attempted intercourse; and 10% experienced 
unwanted intercourse. One of the difficult probl~ms 
with this kind of research is that we know there 
is underreporting of the experiences. That makes 
our estimates conservative ones. If we use our 
fin dings to project to the number of incidents of 
unwanted sexual intercourse, as reported by. women, 
we would estimate that in this academic year 
(September through February) there have been 
about 500 s,uch incidents. There is much detailed 
information about the specifics of the most serious 
'incidents experienced, such as where the incident 
George Bu.sh for President? 
By Patrik Jonsson 
- - \ . -
It seems George Bush could soon make a lot of 
gr_ound-breaking progress toward his election as 
President of the United States. Progress downward 
toward hell, that is, after, and if, the ground breaks. 
· A crack has already appeared. 
·An. article in this week's New Yorker, citing a 
rare piece of investigative journalism by a television 
news show (ABC's "World News Tonight with 
Peter Jennings"), links early Iran-Contra dealings _ 
directly t_o the would-be President. This is what 
Jenni-ngs said on the show: Long before the Reagan 
Administration's ill-fated arms sales to Iran "there 
was ' another operation to provide guns to the 
Contras, which was also against the law," and that · 
"in this operation, Americans and Israelis provided 
arms t:o Contras, and th.en the same network 
smuggled drugs into the United States." You read 
that right, smuggled crugs into the U.S. · _ · 
This guns-and-dru6s operation lasted from 1983 
to 1986, when the enterprise coordinated by Qliver 
North and Richard Secord took over. Manuel 
Noriega and the murderous Medelline cocaine cartel 
were also involved. "Th¢ Israelis, using twenty 
.million dollars of their government'~- money, which 
was later repaid from American covert operations 
funds, bought weapons from -Czechoslovakia and 
Poland and secretly shipped them, via Yugoslavia 
and Bolivia, to Panama." The arms were then 
forwarded, using old DC-6 and C-123 q1.rgo planes, 
to sites in El Salvador and Costa Rica. These planes 
then resumed_ their regular schedules, flying drugs 
into the U.S. "If U.S. ·officials," saidJennings, "who'd 
sponsored this airlift knew it was drug.-dealing, 
they did nothing to stop it ... From Panama and 
Colombia, the planes flew north to the U.S., loaded 
with illegal drugs." _ • 
The link to Bush here is Felix Rodriguez, a former 
CIA agent and a close associate to Bush, who 
coordinated these actions. 
Surprisingly, this story has made virtually no 
·impact on any major news-organizations. Only the 
- occurred, when, and wHether it involved alc9hol 
use. · 
-· We will prese{luhese and additional findi·ngs 
at an open mee,ting on Tuesday, May 3 in the 
Hillsborough-Sullivan room of the MUB at 7 PM. 
We will also answer -any questions about the study 
findings, the methodology, and the implications. 
Is there a problem on campus? Yes, and we are 
beginning to learn more about it fro.Q1 both female 
and male points of view. What is to be done abouC 
the problem? This is what the campus community 
needs to now discuss so we can further develop 
respect for others in our community. We hope the 
discussion of the issue continues for the remainder 
of this year and into the future, and we hope that 
the study we have conducted will add a reasoned 
and inf9rmed dimension to the discussions. Join 
us on May 3. . _ . · 
Note: the faculty involved in the study are Ellen 
Cohn (Psychology), Sally Ward (Sociology), Susan 
White (Political Science), and Kirk Williams 
(Sociology); the students _ involved are Kathy 
Chapman (M.A., Sociology), Sabra Clark (Student 
. Senate Vice-President) and Karen Rao (Proje~t 
Pulse). 
Sally Ward is an Associate Professor of Sociology 
and Director of the Social Science Research Center 
Boston Globe (and now the New Yorker) have m·ade 
an issue out of it at all. The New Yorker article 
was angled toward this lack of initiative.by the press. 
Maybe there is an anxiety toward any more scandals, 
or maybe they are worried about such thrashings 
from Bush as Dan Rather got a couple months ago. 
Bush was not even mentioned in the ABC piece, 
although it is widely known that pubHc record 
contradicts Bush's claim he did not know arms were 
being traded for hostages. There are even records 
that show Donald Gregg, Bush's national security 
advisor, was informed of the re-supplying -of the 
Contras as early as September 10, 1985 during a 
meeting with North and James Steele, U.S. group 
commander in El Salvador. "But," concludes the 
article, "George Bush has yet to provide consistent 
and complete account of his involvement in the 
Iran-Contra affair, and if it i's unclear whether he 
will ever be pressur~d to do so." 
He best be pressured to do so. 
Patrik Jonsson is a contributing writer to Th€! New 
· Hampshire. 
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Tuesday May 3rd 
WIN CASH!! 
All contestants are chose.from the audience 
Tix will be on sale Fri. 
$3 1studerits 
$5 other 
_Granite· State room 8 pm 
Wednesday May· 4th 
. . Learn How Self'-Actualizers 
- Life's Most Successful and Fulfilled Peopl~ -
Have Lives Filled with Suc·cess and Peak Experiences 
And How We Can Too in Ail Areas of Life 
PLAYING AND ADVENTIJRING 
- For Example: How to Go Plane Hopping - Hitching 
Free · Rides on Private Planes, and Cargo Flights 
\\ORKING AND SUCCEEDING 
- How Self-Actualizers Get Success and Happiness 
and Live llleir Lives on llleir Own Terms 
PERSONAL MASTERY 
- How They Make Themselves Stronger and What works 
to ov_ercome Self-defeating Personality Quirks 
INTERPERSONAL MAGIC 
- Great ways to Have Magical Parties and Dates - e . g., 
Have ·a Mystecy Trip Date or Throw a Miip Cream Party 
Wednesday, May 4 at 8 PM · 
Granite State Room 
Memorial Union Building, UNH 
Students - Free Non-students - $5. 
Sponsored by MUSO 
-· Presented by SAGE Learnings co-op 
Self- Actualization Growth Education 
Come Prepared to Share a Peak Experience You 've Had : 
50 Who Do Will Receive a Free Copy of High Peaks Book 
..tiich is Based on the Harvard- Sr><msored Study 
of Self-Actualizing Individuals . '\ 
iiGHmnmePi.Ais· 
PARTY 
Thurs. May ·sth 
"Mona Lisa" 
Fri. May 6th 
James Bond · 
Applications Are 
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Stop by MUSO Rm. 148·MUB . 
-_ for an application 
Deadline is .TODAY! 
::Cully Abrell and John Thompson:-authors of .Moses May . 
Hf!-ve Been An Apa_che! And Other Actual.Pacts, pictured 
on their farm property in P.eck, Kansas. (Steven W. Gerig photo) 
· Trivializing Again . 
Moses May Have Been An 
Apache! -- and other Actual limited to ~he Northeast, down-
Facts , - homeness has apparently spread 
CtJlly Abrell and John Thomp~ ; across the country. Abrell and 
son . · ; Thomp·son hail from Peck, 
Main Street Press ; Kansas, where "they have not 
By Karen Hall . · yet been caught in a major 
With the inexplicable pop- , tornado." (We can only hope 
ularity of "Trivial Pursuit" and they will before they attempt 
"Jeopardy" (both the TV .and · to publish a similar collection.) 
home versions) the American The pair spend their day~ , 
public has been overwhelmed raising chickens and their nights 
by a noQ-stop deluge of trivial contriving earthy witticisms 
trivia. As an expression of public . which cover a variety of topics 
concern, Cully Abrell and John from history to politics to nature 
Thompson have written Moses to bizarre phenomena. Consider 
May flave Been An Apache! - these examples: ' 
- and other Actual Facts/. In this -- ' 'Not only did Nostradamas 
collection, Cully Abrell and John forget about the 1915 Panama--
Thompson sift through the Pacific Exposition, he miss-
onslaught of inane information oelled '.Edsel."' 
and present the "pertinent =-"While it is true that 'There's 
. tidbits." no time like the present,' it is 
Now you too can spark up equally true that there is no time 
those dinner parties with con- like last Thursday." 
versation starters like, "The --"The ordinary sock did not 
worst snack food idea was a catch on until the second one 
·product called 'Rat Lungs," "Iri was invented some 800 years 
mute testimony to the theories later." 
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UNH Student Art Show 
By Patrick Jonsson 
I know of some poets that 
would readily sneer at anyone's 
amateurish scribblings. "Hash," 
they'd call it. "Hack-work." T.S. 
El~ot is one of these. They'd have 
you immediately throw out 
those drippy things · at the 
bottom of your drawer that you 
wrote about your girl friend last 
summer. Then there are some, 
like William Carlos Williams, 
tha(d argue that any expression 
of the self is art. You don't need 
years of classical training to ·be 
creative, or to say something 
beautiful (but it might not hurt). 
They'd have you keep those 
poems for when you're old and 
need something to remind you 
of that beauty you went out with 
in colkge. They'd say those 
poems are perfectly legit. 
Many artists have the same 
feelings about art, too. But 
someone like Eliot would be 
surprised at much of the work 
displayed in the Granite State 
Room here in the MUB as pa'ft 
of the. -Student Art Show. The 
politifs.'of the thing, the judging, 
was a -little off, but the presen-
ta rion as a whole, and a few 
works in particular, made ama-
teurish scribblings legitimate 
art. 
Actually, judging this would 
be hell; over all I think the jurors 
did well in selecting good works 
from a variety of media. But I 
want to tell about a couple of 
pieces I found particularly in-
- teresting, that weren't given 
prizes; and that might be of 
interest if you decide to visit the 
show. 
Paul Pollaro's· mural "Stand-
ing Figure"· is one of these 
works. Its lines are 'bold as is 
its emotion. Black and white 
battle in '-rhe backg-round and the 
figure is caught between. All 
he can do is slide hands in 
pockets and try to step away. 
The jurors' ceramic choice 
was fair, but also have a good 
look at Cathy Conway's untitled 
ceramic bowl. It's big and grey-
brown and stands out in the 
middle. Look for the uneven 
edges. I've seen similar ideas, 
where the clay slabs have been 
textured by a variety of different 
fabrics, in ceramics magazines, 
but Ms. · Conway's creation· 
stands as an original with i_ts 
varying textures and the skill 
with which it was put together; 
Two unprized oil paintings 
by Jennifer L. Bean should also 
be considered. One is a painting 
of a jacket and boots called 
"Stivali Tia Azzuri" that is 
wonderfully messy. But the 
tones _are, like t:he name, sharp 
and beautiful. Her skill with 
color also shows up in a·n 
untitled nude, over in the left 
corner. Reds, yellows, blues 
make up the shimmering skin 
tone. Look for the effect of the 
knees and shin-bones glowing 
through the skin. Neat. 
There are many other sharp 
and imaginative works that need 
to be observed to be appreciated. 
There was one jurors' choice 
I wanted to condemn: The 
second place ribbon on George 
Wall's "to hav_e been." It follows 
the old Picasso principle of 
making art out of things closest 
at hand when the urge to create - · 
comes. I thought it a little silly 
with all its wires and the sand. 
"I don't even know what it 
is," someone considering the 
· piece said. "You can only theo-
rize. It doesn't strike a chord 
. with me." 
"It feels like me sitting in that 
chair," someone's friend dis-
agreed. · · 
l don't know. 
A 'few words about opening 
day, on Monday the twenty-
fifth: A certain reporter claims 
he got the dates muffed up and 
missed it. He went on Tuesday 
instead. But Bob Feinberg, who 
had a beautiful phcto of Cali-
, fornia shore rocks holding back 
the mighty Pacific entered in 
the show, kindly offer~d ·his 
account of opening day: "It was 
boring, pretentious, ill-
conceived and pretentious. And 
ill-conceived. But other than 
that it was pretty good." · 
N ee~less to say, the jurors 
overlooked his photo, which is 
as good as any Ansel Adams 
picture, for some meaningless 
photographic drivel of a banana 
and a couple of strawberries 
rotting ( although some of us 
like bananas and rotting straw-
berries). 
of gravity it coq.ceived, the brain . ---"The phrase, 'A penny for your 
of Isaac Newton is currently thoughts,' filtered down (o us 
used as a paperweight," and from the old Celtic expression,-
" Sur p r is i n g 1 y , four tee n 'A sheepdog for your S!S ter. "_' 
members of Congress have been Actual Facts should make an 
reprimanded for throwing milk appropriate gift for any of those 
duds." annoying little people in your 
-
Actual Facts, though not life that pride themselves on 
without some absurb value, is_ knowing at least one thing about 
actually a rehashing of the now everything ever said, done, or 
popular "Bert and I" humor . thought about. And be sure to 
originated in rural Maine. The pick one up for Uncle Fred's 
evergrowing -list of simple folk . "bathroom library" where it 
include Bartles, James, Larry, should prove ample competition 
I)arryl and Darryl. Originally ._ for Reader's DiRest's anecdotes. 
Student admires the artwork of the Student Art Show, 
Granite State Room of the MUB. 
currently on display _ in the 
The Alarm· Commits Maj_or Faux Pas -
, - The Alarm · -the encore, singer/ guitarist about themselves, either too' fat 
The AI~m: Eddie MacDonald, · .1ke Peters, Twist and 
Dave Sharp. 
with Face To Face· Mike Peters, evid~ntly envious or too skinny, too young qr too 
of the crowd affect10n showered old; essentially, he feels people 
O? U2 and Peter 9abriel, de- should listen only to songs that 
e1ded to venture into the au- make them feel good. This is 
dience to rant a diatribe from all fine and ideal but if the vices 
among his people. Here the aren't told, how 'can we tell the 
spolight was foolishly focused virtures? Plus, some of us like 
on the band instea_d of their to hear about bad things sorrie-
music. times, if only to make us think. 
Wang Center, Boston 
Tuesday, April 26 
By Arthur Lizie 
Tuesday night, The ·Alarm, 
playing to a loyal and frenzied 
Wang Center crowd, committed 
a cardinal sin of the rock concert 
experience, they destroyed the 
show's pace. It's a sham~ one 
small mistake can throw a large _ 
kink in a good night's work, but 
it can. 
For the first seventy minutes 
of the show, the band offered 
an enjoyable, well paced mixture 
of old hits ("68 Guns" "Absolute 
Reality"-) and new material 
("Rairi in the Summertime" 
"Presence of Love"). Then, 
during "Resuce Me," just before . 
In doing this, Peters and The This portion of the show, aside 
Alarm committed two major from destroying the tempp, left 
faux pas. First, they stretched a bitter taste of preaching and 
a nice thr·ee minute pop song pandering. 
to well over twice its length, This major fault ,pardonned 
running askew of the purpose (yes, it can be, they could do 
of writing short pop songs much worse, for example, cover 
instead of long epics. Secondly, a Styx song), the show was 
they were annoying in that their actually, quite enjoyable. Except 
didactic message. was inane. for the above mentioned infrac-
During Peters' spiel, he related tion, the band steered clear of 
how he doesn't want to hear any ·_ALARM pa e 18) 






By Arthur Lizie 
Some things are just too 
ambigious. For example, should 
I take a charge that I plagiarize 
Rolling Stone .as A. an insult 
or B. a compliment? A. I could 
take it as an insult since it's a 
serious charge against rriy in-
tegrity. B. I could take it as a 
· coµ1pliment since I don't read 
Rolling Stone and it's nice to 
have my work put on· a par with 
the work in a national publica-
tion; Hell; maybe they plagiarize 
me. Actually, if I were wiser, 
I'd·could take it to the bank after 
cleaning up in court: Bring one 
of our fabulous readers (not to 
mention any names) · up on 
slander charges arid Rolling 
Stone on plagiarism charges. 
Geez, I could probably retire and 
sit around all day smoking cig·ars 
and watching TV. Anyways ... 
I 
, Will and The Kill (MCA 
Records) - Well, just what the 
world needs, a record from 
Charlie Sexton's little brother. 
Actually, I' 11 take Will over 
· Charlie, at least until he starts 
to show up on the cover of Tiger 
Be4tevery week. Will and The 
Kill am ybur basic blues-rock 
band that would be worth a · 
see,ing for $ 5 .oo' only if they 
: played a couple of chestnut cover 
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The Accelerators 
Deacon Blue - Raintown 
(Columbia Records) - Deacon 
Blue 
"Deacon Blue wearing 'your 
Scottich kilts and singing about 
rain - beacon Blue. 
Deaco.n Blue sounding pleasant, 
singing subdued passion -_ Dea-
con Blue , 
Deacon Blue souqding like a mix 
between The Fixx and Paul 
Young 
Deacon Blue 
sounding like Billy Joel 
__ sounding like Saint Springsteen 
sounding like Van Morrison, 
Van The Man - . 
"When Will You (Make My 
Telephone Ring)~" Deacon 
Blue?" 
(Apologies t_o Henry Rollins) 
record. If you've heard the 
, Georgia Satellites or The Del 
Fuegos or countless others, then 
you've heard The Accelerators. 
. But they' re still worth a listen. 
No gimmicks, they're just, plain 
good. Best tunes are the Dori 
Dixon produced tracks "Under 
Y 01;ir Wing" and "You' re A 
Fool" (how does he get that 
drum sound-?), and a played-for.: 
fun cover of '·'The Letter." 
Wall Of Voodoo - The Ugly 
Americans in Australia* (l.R.S. · 
Records) - Essentially, a grea-
test hits _live collection (yeah, 
MTV fans, "Mexican Radio" is 
here); Highlight of the live-live 
material is '"Crazy, Crazy Mel-
bourne," a humorous cabaret 
number. Of the unlive-live 





The Final Ripoff 
Virgin Records 
By David Lee Mamigonian 
. The latest Monty Python 
purports to be the Final Ripoff, 
but somehow Tm not too sure. 
There will always be more; 
collections of o·ften released 
material mixed in with newer 
stuff; as. a liner note notes, "For 
· all .those ... who have bought this 
material six times, Monty Py-
thon would like~o point out-,-
- .. ,that all the songs have bren 
remastered ... and several new 
.comedy itemns have been 
added." Of course, I don't really 
know . the value of a remastered 
"Lumberjack Song," but wµa-
tever pumps you up. 
There is loads of classic 
material on this double album; 
the Constimtional Peasant from 
Holy Grail ("Now we see the 
violence inherent in the sy~-
tem"), the Argument sketch, 
the Dead Parrot sketch (for 
perhaps the 6 trillionth time), 
the Election Special with the 
silly and sensible parties, the 
Spanish Inquistion (which no 
one_·ever expected to oe in-
cluded), Spam (again), and the 
immortal Cheese Shop {"it's not 
much of- a cheese shop, is it?"). 
It also includes one of my 
favorite sketches, four York-
shireme~ ~j~cu~-~iJ:?.g_ rheit ch_ild-
"' . 
ing Live From Wessex, which 
is a play by play (or rather word 
by word) account of Thomas 
. Hardy writing The .Retu,rn of 
The Native. · · 
· Obvi-qosly, then,there is some 
great stuHhere. I do have some . 
problems with the set, though. 
So much of Python's humor is 
visual that sometimes you are 
aware that people are la_!Ighing · 
· atsomething that you can't see. 
This was .nq problem for the · 
C sketche~ which I've seen uptil 
I can reCite them-backwards, but 
with the, more obscure · material 
it was rather annoying. Also, 
most of the songs on the,set are 
thoroughly disposable and not 
very funny, except for The 
Lumberjack Song which is funny 
but old hat. -
Plus, th~re is- the old problem 
inherent in the comedy album 
format; how many times will 
· you want to listen to the "French 
Taunter" from the Holy Grail? 
Somehow, watching these rou-
tines endlessly seems .logical, 
but listening to ihe.rp does not. 
Perha:ps this is why .I've only -
bought one comedy alburzj in my 
life (Woody Allen - Standup 
· Comic). - , 
Pythorfs The Finar'Ripoff is 
a valuable collection for be-
ginners but purely opitional for " 
fanatics who probably have the · ··-• 
best stuff on the collection in 
other forms. H you are ·a fanatic :_tunes. Best songs here are "Hard 
To Please," qui'te reminiscent 
of Exile period Stones, · and 
"Teach The Teacher," a silly 
rav:e-up a la George Thorogood. _ 
I 
Longhouse (Warner Bros. 
Records) - Longhouse, an 
obvious refuge for people 
who've already worn out the_ir 
copy of the new Joni Michell 
album, is mo mellow to even 
be considered offensively sappy. 
This is ·so MOR there's a yellow 
strip down the record's spine. 
The second half of "Time Ma-
chine" sounds like an Up With 
People outake; the only redeem-
Lonnie Brooks-- Live From 
Chica.go/ Bayou Lightning 
Strikes (Alligator Records') -
What can one say? Alligator 
releases a new blues record; it 
can''t be anything less than 
spectacular. Lonnie wails and 
groans on both guitar,, ,!:nd 
vocals, rising from ~he swamps 
to hit home with a lethal dose 
o'f the blues. The best tune is 
the Brooks original "Cold Lone-
ly Nights" which features some 
cool organ counterpointed by 
some sweet sauntering guitar. 
Anyone _interested in the blues 
may want to write: Living Blues, 
1 hoods ("We lived for three 
months in a paper bag in a septic 
tank") and ·how rough it was. 
It's a classic sketch, building. in 
absur9-ity and escalating towards 
complete idiocy. The best of the 
new<~· sketches is Nove.1 Writ-
. '.. like. me, you ' prubably· hi.ve all 
the TV shows· and at least The 
Holy Grail on video _anyway .. Of 
course, if you are a fantatic like 
me, you should probably be 
·under / the care of a skilled 
psychologist. Say goodnight, 
,- Gr;:!.cie ... 
Lonnie Brooks 
c/ o Center for the Study of -.· material recorded at *And Bu/-
southern Culture, University /head City Arizona the best track 
of Mississipp-i, University MS is the extensively catchy "'.fhe 
38677 for more information on Heart Never Can Tell." Essen-
. the art form. We ain't talking· rial for all the droves of Voodoo 
Ralph Macchio here. heads in the audience, pleasant 
for others. · 
ing aspect of the record, aside The Accelerators - (Profile 
· from Anton "I need the bucks." Records) - Yeah, another gar- The James 'Harman Band -
Fier's drumming, is the a cap- age band comes out from under Those Dangerous Gentlemen 
peHa "Beaven." Hopefully the the basketba-11 hooo behind the _ (Rh1"no R d ) G d l' - · · H · , b · - - · ecor s - oo o musIC m eaven-1sn t as onng old lawn mower to make a - bl d h d l' . , . . . - ues one t e goo o way. 
The Adventur~s - The Sea 
of Love (Elektra Records) ~ 
Somewhere, under all the piles 
of keyboards and production, 
there are a couple of good songs 
on this record. Damned if I can 
find them. 
their usual downfalls ( needless 
theatrics and dragging out · 
songs) and concentrated on 
what should be the most impor-
tant aspect of a concert, the 
music. The band, Peters, the 
ever-improving guitarist · Dave _ 
Sharp, bouyant bassist Eddie 
MacDonald, re.liable drummer 
Nigel Twist and tour keyboard-
ist Mark Taylor, was tough, 
tight, and tundul; on a good 
night, they can play with the 
best of them. 
While there · were many high 
points, one moment 'Stood out, 
✓Sharp's centerpiece "One Step 
Closer To Home." The four year 
old song, just committed.to vinyl 
on last year's Eye of the Hur-
ricane, began with Sharp alone 
,-1-~-----------'--''-:----"""-~-------:---------
· Although James and the boy~ 
are usually on slow burn, a few 
times they do manage to spark 
,. up a hot one. "GoatmanHoller," 
featuring Hollywood Fats (to 
whom the album -is .dedicated) 
on acoustic guitar, blows some 
· mean mouth harp while "Kiss 
o.f Fire" is just pure hot (how 
can anyone go wrong with the 
. Bo Diddly beat?). Extensive 
liner notes make the package 
even sweeter. _ -
· rvfatron1_x -_ In Full Effect 
(Capitol Records) - Like any 
other ·genre, rap has its good 
points and its bad points; Ma-
i:ronix is one_of rap's bad points. · 
(Why does every song have a 
paremhetica! phrase after the 
title?) Don't. despair though, 
"Get Stupid (Part III)" features 
a special appearance by "Dave 
The Original B-Boy." I ask ,you, 
how can you go wrong with 
. Dave? · 
ALARM------
(cominued from page 17) 
to fevered levels. It's the same victory over The Canadieris. 
gimqiick th21t Townshend used Maybe· The Bruins will l;>e sing-
on "Behind Blue Eyes," but it ing "Going out in a blaze of glory 
works. / My hands ate held up high" 
Other highlights included a as they circle The Garden with 
powerful and flowing version · the Stanley cup in August -or 
of "Strength," a playful ruri whenever the interminable 
rhwugh of the spiritual "This NHL playoffs happen to end. 
Train Is Bound For Glory" Opening band Face To Face 
.(whkh sounded a -lot like T. (yes, the band who got kicked 
Rex's 'Jeepster"), ,and a faithful off the UNH basketball courts 
. version of "Knockin' On Heav~ a few years ago for being too 
en''s Door," written by none lou,d) have spent their .two year 
other than Bob "More food for ·hiatus from recording changing 
the farmers" Dylan. The Alarm, their sound from hard/ dance 
along with Marshall Crenshaw, rock to hard/country rock a la 
will act as Bob's backing on an Lo_ne Justice and 10-,000 Mani-
American tour this summer. Go acs.-The style's popula,r, Face 
figure. . - To Face aren't, so why not ,give 
The evening ended on an it a try? Actually,.it came off 
especial high note as the. band . quite well, as the band can crank 
· closed their set with their most I out some pretty mean rock in 
uplifting anthem '.'Blaze of a blues/ gospel vein. All of the· 
· Glory" just moments before songs, save the encore "Out of 
Tremont St. outside the-Wang My Hands," should appear on 
Center burst irito celebration the band's new album to be 
·upon hearing o.f The B~uins' released ne~t month. 
) 
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- ALL SENIORS -·······~ - . Hurry ·and buy your tickets to the CLASS OF 
'88 CELEBRATION CRUISE tuesday, May 10th 
and the SENIOR DANCE with 
RUMPLES TIL TSKIN saturday, May 7th 
/ 
Tickets for the cruise are $13; tickets for the dance onl_y 
$6 and available at the MOB ticket office" 
TICKETS will be sold on a firsf come/first serve basis to 
SENIORS only(due to limited spa·ce) p.s. you DON'T have 
to pledge to go to the dance or the cruise. . 
DON'T MISS OUT ~N 2 OF YOUR LAST UNH BIG EVENTS 
--- BEFORE. GRADUATION. 
Also ••• coming up •• . don't forget DING DAY at GLORY DAZE _ 
bring in_ your acceptance/rejection letters for 
d . t " ISCOUn S .. .............•.•..•.................. ~ ................ . 
Some ·scoonon fellow seniors ... :. ......... ~ .............. . 
Congrats to Erik Sevigny '88 on his engagement~ to 
Theresa Hawthorne '87 
Congrats to Nick Mantis on his acceptance to grad 
~•*************************************'lrll** 
:· sTRAFFOBD HOUS·E 
Now Leasing! for FALL 88 
(ALL' UTI ll.ll ES I.NC.LU DED) 
Single and double occupancy rooms. 
Electric heat with individual thermostats·. 
Wall to wall carperirig. - - -
AH rooms completely furnished. 
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room. 
Telephone and television jacks. 
Cable TV available. . - , 
Parking available. Laundromat. 
Lounge area. Year round patio. 
' . ' 
The Strafford House is located within the heart of Durham, N.H. with 
all the facilities of the University of New Hampshire ~ithin w~lking 
distance, · · 
Rental Off ice at 
The Strafford Hous~ 
868-2192 
14 S~rafford Ah. -
Durham, N.H. 
M-F: 9-1 and 
2-4 -
school at Cornell _ _ 
If y_ou have some "poop" -for the scoop, call Kath at 
868-6145 . *******************tt********************•, ·-~ ,~--- ~~~c.~-; - ~,. ~- - ~- ~~~~~~~~~~~!1'-. . . . -· ' . -~-. _ , 
-.•-:: ; f 
DOn't Let Th.is -Happen to You! 
30°/~ fewer memberships avail'able 
next semester! 
a .$38.50 deposit will guarantee 
your fall semester membership 
$ ·"' FRANKLIN flTNm CEN T ER 13 Jenkins Ct 
Durham, NH 03824 
·868-1105 
* 
Current memberships receive a 
$10 discount if deposits 
are· placed prior to August 1st 
FRESH START -
' ' 
When you first arrived at UNH as a Freshman, wouldn't 
. it have made · a difference to you if someone knew that you 
were coming? If you. had someone on ·campus that could 
show you around, fill you in on the hot spots, get you familiar 
with the Ui:iiversity, wouldn't that have made you feel more 
comfortable about coming here? If you rem.ember your -
first d,ays on campus and wish you had someone for you, 
_ why not be that someone for a new freshman? 
F reshstart is a program started by 'the Student Senate 
that will let you do just that. F re~hStart will match _ 
all incoming Freshmen with an upperclassman vo-
lunteer, so that freshmen have someone here for them. 
It is purely voluntary- you spend as much time as· you 
can, and at t~e same time make a freshman feel secure 
on campus. 
All you need to do to get involved· is sign up with your RA, any Senator 
or send your name and permanent address to the Student Se--nate 
office, Room 130 inlhe MUB. Weneeci your support to make FreshStart 
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by Mike Peters 
~y_Jeff MacNel/y 
By Doug Marlet~e . 
Calvin gnd Hobbes by Bi 11 Watterson 





Crisis Pregnancy Center 
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL 
-p regnancy tes ting . <e'-
•COunseling & informat; ~ e c~ 
· -practical support 
HOTLINE 749-4441 
')() Wash ing t,,n ~ rreu 
,.')uire 50(, H .. Dove~. N H • 
GREAT 
JOBS 
· Saunders at Rye Harbor is 
now . interviewing and will 
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
HEALTH SERVICES 
~ invites you to run 
JUST FOR THE HEALTH OF IT 
ON·E MILE ·RUN 
TAC Certified Course · 
SUNDAY MAY 1, 1988 AT 10:00 AM 
- -r:. 
ll!.,'. 
men's & women's· . ., . 
open division: . 'i : 
to age 39 ; 
~ men's, & women's 
.• master division . 
' :~.o & over: 
:·_ .. ~ecials to 3 places ·in each d_ivi;ion -~ 
'. ,· one r~nd.om J?rize to be d~9wn fron:i all entries , 
; ·racEfday registration . . · .•:·<·· ; · · 
· :: Jrqm 8:30~am - 9:30 am at Health .Center-$5 . 
,, 
. - "'·. , . 
~· : ~: · . ~~~_,-· ~- .,.:·';,. / .;~ 1. , .. :,.... .: ~ :~ ' . • 
{. C?~J~br~te ,the. _:Opening of our ~ew ·Facility 





· · d Orie-Mii·e Celebration . .Road Race f 1 
.· : □ ·Dedication ·and .Open House 11 :00 AM- 5:00 PM · \ -~ 
· Exhibits by the Health Services Staff and by Area Health Providers 
Refreshments .,,llJ· .. 
\ti 
May~ _ . 
· O Special Day for the School of Health ·Studies-tours and displays · 
Mey3 . . 
o Special Day for Staff and Faculty-tours and displays 
Health Services is available to au students, faculty _and staff .. Come and see what we can do for you. •. 


















PAR.TY AT A MOST 
SOPHISTICATED DANCE CLUB 
FOR . SPECIAL OLYMPICS-
SUN. MAYBTH FROM 8~12-PMATTHE 








UH, YEAH. LOO}( MMlY/N1 NO 
1) MINIS T 1lAT /VE TcACE 
. G-ONNA KILL OF 
MAIN STR[ET 
H~V MAW, OU:> Y~ \4(~R-
WO\il Sli~O£S US.£.0 
STcR0IOS ,P. W\t-4 
,Hf lvHt K J' AGGE R 
. l0OK-AL \ )<f COITTfS, ? 
I 
'l'€A, :I: G1Jt.S5 :I.TS 
GRt:P.'T "TO lOOL\'Z. E 
SOME ON€ ENouG.H TO 
LOOK :!\J$ 1 \....\ \<£. 
l"HfM B\Ji • · • • -' -
Comics 
by Bob Durli'!g 
by .Michael F. Dowe 




· "BY JOHN HIRTLE! 
NO. THE ADMtfY/STHAT/ON . SQ IN OTHfR WO!tD~ 
IS f.VJCTING STUDENTS YOU'RE A80UT TO 
FR,OM THE tJORM5 'BECOME A TlEFLAG-££, -
BECAUSE . THEY DON'T 
WANT TO YUILV NEW 
DORMS TO HOUSI= 
STUDENTS. 
by DICK SAWYER 
WHP.TS \-\€ GOING "TO Do NM, 
WIT~ SO LBS. OF LIP? . 
' , -· - . . ' ' . 
- · • • • - • ;:."',, ;;__., ., · -~ .;..,,~':Jv.;:.) :< .:•; ·,:',• ,:. J -~ ' _, •. • _,.: _~_,._, f.'::1__;,';; .:/ i.-:.,.:;:::- ,,:. ,, ., ,',, .. }, i1~~·A:.. 1 .ni ··''.'.= ~i!E~.1UJ.//,·t·'_P -°'~ / .. .- ,µ'.:-.:l't'l'/:.::~J1,1t/,iVi/:((::t)(-tj£;~~ii.~•!s•1"l; .. r,~~{J:t:;,;;~;;z~,;~:1~:,~· 
r.a 
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SUPERGUY · by Kurt Kreb
s 
LET cJS oaseRVc t.AFF1rrl 
IJO suPen.wv AS rHc y 
FI.Y E»ROCJT'E To TIie 
ATlAA>TA F/4lCOAJ'S 
0{UtFTcE" Mtait-<:.AMP . . 
OAAY, ~"OR0I/J6 TO TIIIS 
. 20At> ATLAS, ATtANTA 'lfO<k.l)_ 
BE" OcAO AHG'AO. 
IJOW LISTEAJ' S61 . 
YOCJ'R.c mE JJFL 'S 
NuMBetl. OJ.Jc OMFT 
cHOrU: SOwE"'tl~ ::..,. 
60NNA ,fl0L O O<J T CJ:] 
FOR HfJ or 
O' 'A 
SO TELL US, $TEYIE, WKAT 
8R11-J(;.S· YOU TQ THIS IN-
FAMOUS AcA'De.M\C PALAc.E ~ 
WELL, MY 'DEAR 6oy1 '(OU 
K1'JOW ME AN'D 1\-1.'c: 'BO'(.S 
O~ ' AER.OSMlit-\ fl&URE YOU. 
1
·





.. SO HE AtJt> JOE PER~'( 
1-\E'RE WAtJT "TO PuQSUE A 
11 EAi-11NG-ruL QUE5T t=oR. 
YA ... MAN ,WE'RE 
JUST HERE fOR. 'DA I 
NWSSE.n · WOM EI..J I_ 
rt.mm:=== v;vm;;;;'717m;==~~I CAtv'T TOUR ANi) MA'KE S;~- CE\:1,.EeRAL lt-JSl&HT' At.JD· 
C.0t,Jl-JOTM\/E 1-\1,'5 AN Ot)'<SSE'( of= INTELLEC..TU 
r,, 
--- 1 
' ,._.,...,,,,, ••• ,J,.- .... , . I 
Reggae ·Reggae Reggae Reggae 
... ... 
,yt, · ·. ·.·, ... 
f·.<.#·iit 
/ . 
,REGGAE FEST '88 Presented by MUSO 
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Bloom ·.county. ColleC:tion 
- ORIGINAL BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shlrt 
Qty - Size(s,_) ...;___ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty._ __ Size(a) __ _ 
STEVE DALLAS 
White T-shirt 
Oty. ___ Size(s.) ____ _ 
NEW BILL THE CAT 
Lt. Grey T-Shlrt 
Qty._ __ Size(s)"----
White Sweatshirt 
. Qty. _____ Size(s)"----
AII Shirts · 
50150 Cotton/Polyester 
+~_.1_ .. ·... 
~~ PENGUINLUST 
White ,T-Shirt 
Qty. ____ Size(s),_ __ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty; ___ Size(s-), __ _ 
HEAVY '1ET AL OPUS 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s) __ 
White Sweatsh·irt 




OLIVER \'!EN.DELL JONES 
· oeige T-Shirt 
Q.ty. ___ Size(s).---'----
BLOOM COUNTY BABYLON_ 
"The newest col· 
lection - 5 years 
of strips in paper• 
· · back - peraonally 
~ 1tgntd by Berke 





Lt°. Grey T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s)._~ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty. . Size(s)_ · __ 
· BILL 'N OPUS 
Black T-Shirt 
Qty. ___ Size(s)_ __ --'-~ 
STARSHIP ENTERPOOP 
White T-Shirt 
Qty. ____ Size(s.,_ __ 
White Sweatshirt 
Qty._ __ Slze(s) _____ _ 
List Price $12.95 
Plus Postage S1.50 
CO. resl_dents .add 4.1 % sales tax. 
· . Allow 4-6 weeks delivefy · for perso.nal checks. 
' Qty. __ -
Tees: S, M, L, XL $12.45 ea. postpaid · · 
Sweats: M,_ L, XL · $22.45 ea. postpaid , __ VISA __ MASTERCARD __ EXP. DATE. 
. NUMBER_·· ____________ ___,,.:_ 
NAME _________ ~---------
SIGNATURE ____ ........-_____ _ 
SHIP -TO: ______ __,,;,,_~----..;.__. 
\ . 
· MC, Visa, money orders OK. 
- MAIL TO: 
GUY GLENN GRA.PHICS · 
· . DEPT. · B · 5 -
P.O. BOX 3953 
EVERGREEN, CO 80439-3430 
(303) 67 4-8667 
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· CAMP COUNSELORS- .Eight ,week day 
1984 Toyota Hi-Lux pick-up truck with 1987 camp for special needs_youth plus two days 
CAP; very good·condition. 4-speed. $3950 · orientation. Must h?ve experience and/or 
or best offer. 868-5122 . sincere interest in working with handi -
, 32 meal plan for sale, price negotiable. . capped youngsters. For more informatio~, 
Call 9 am or 9 pm or later. 868-3366 contact, by May 5, 1988: Camp Holiday, 
Ford 1979 LTD, 302-VB, 2 door, with A.c.· Barbara Rule, Camp Director. P.O . Box 
, 125,000 miles. $500 or 8.0. Call Scott 862- 224, Keene, NH 03431 (603)' 352-5556 
1343 Bank on getting a tan, earn :i;o-$8 hr. as 
1982 GL Subaru Wagon, 5 speed , 83,000 
miles, silver, good condition, asking $1500. 
Call 868-2141 
Incredible Jeep CJ? for sale. ·Oversize tires, 
low mileage, $1800 ,430-9261:) · 
1979 Datsun 510 Wagon ;' am/fm, 'hitch, 
new exhaust system, new inspection, very 
clean , reliable, exc.ellent buy, $895. 868-
7177 
FIAT 128 wagon, 197 4. Runs great, no rust . 
(from A2) Only 78K miles, great mileage, 
dependable, must see tb appreciate. Must 
sell $450 or b~o. Call 207-439-6464 after 
5 . . 
Woman's Peugeot bike. In great condition. 
$50. Call Audrey 868-5406 
For Sale - 1980 Kawasaki 750 cc Motor-. 
cycle. Very good condition. Call 335-2454. 
After 6 p.m. 
'78 Chevy Chevette. Excellent condition, 
great on rust, new brakes, recent tune-
up. Call Judy at 868-7278. $600 
VINTAGE DRESSES-- Large assortment 
of vintage dresses, never worn at $1 O each-
cash. All sales final, rio refunds, no returns, 
n_o exchanges. Call 603-f:?59-5513 
BMW R90/6 rvioforcycle . 900 CC, 1975 
Touring .bike _with 31 ,000 miles. AM/F-M 
stereo, hard bags and ·much more. $2250. 
207 -698-4514 
AKC Golden Retrievers, 4 males left. Call 
742-6901 and ask for Nancy or Rick , 
. ~ 
Queen size sleeper sofa in excellent 
conditipn. Best offer! Call Sue: 742-0001 
1982 BMW 528e , blu e matallic , buffal o 
leather, 64,000 miles, automatic , sunroof, 
loaded. Call Chug Perry at 778-0563 
197 4 VW Super Beetle . runs well ; all-
season radial t ires. Must sell. $700 . 868-
1049 
WETSUITS FOR .SALE!!t 'Su,its for diving 
and wind surfing (wet and dry swits- long 
and shorty) available at very reasonable 
prices!! GET EM WHILE-YOU CAN- IT'S 
A BARGAIN.!! Call 749-9377 TODAY!! 
Greater Boston area day camps need 
Waterfront Directors. Late June through 
August 19. No nights or weekends required. 
For more information or q.n application, 
call Janet Wadden; 617-482-1078 
Greater Boston area day camps need 
waterfront, sailing, canoeing and general 
counselors. Late June through August 19. 
No nights or weekends required. For more 
information or an' a,pplication, call J.anet 
Wadden,617-482-1078 
Conscientious, well-organized and cus-
tomer oriented person is sought to join our 
· high voiume photocopy_ sh9p. This is a full-
time position fhat offers challenging re- -
sponsibilities and growth opportunities. 
If you enjoy helping people, we can help 
you by offering a competitive wage, 
bonuses, paid vacations, and a place on 
our winning team. Please apply in person 
at: Kinko's Copies, 51 Main _Street, Durham 
(an equal opportunity employer) 
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY- fine, residential 
camp for girls in VT. seeking women 
couselors/instructors, mid-June thru mid-
August. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing, riding, 
canoeing; waterfront, drama, ceramics, 
arts and crafts, field sports, t r ipping 
instructors. Non smokers, good character, 
and love of children. Call or write Lochearn 
Camp, Box 500 Post lv1ills, VT 05058. 802-
333-4211. 
SUMMER JOBS FOR THE ENVIRONMENT 
- EARN $2500-$3500. PIRG' s hiring 
· summer staff in 60 c ities inc luding Boston, 
DC, Berkeley, Cape Cod, Philad elphia, · 
Seattle, Miami, Chicago, Boulder, Coll,lm-
. bus. Career opportunit ies also available. 
Call Kate toll-free 1-800-622-2202 _ 
Fo r summ mer. He lper for handicapped 
person. $6/hr. Duties: perrnnal care- Yuck! 
Van driving, be.aching, fun; ;ir1g- Yeah! Great 
. Boss. Ca ll Dan at 692-4764 
a College Pro Painter call 1-800-346-4649 
Earn 6-$8000 this summer as the produc- · 
tion manager for College Pro Painters 
Portsmouth outlet, must be highly moti-
vated, have painting experie_Qce and 
access to a van or truck is a plus, can also 
lead to franchise manager:nent-opportunity .. 
Call 1-800-346-4649 . . 
Summer employment available at the 
Kingman Farm (Madbury) and the Wood-
man Farm (Durham) . 6/27c8 / 31. Willing 
to work around summer clqss schedules . 
Call Owen Rogers, Plant Science 862-3205 
Looking for summer employment? We are 
a p~rsonnel service that offers a variety 
of temporary office positions in the Northern 
MA, Southern NH, and Southern ME areas. 
We offer top wages, a $25 .referral bonus, 
and scholarship opportunities. Call Key 
personnel today for details. 964-9495 
KINKO'S -the nationally renowned leader 
in the academic copy field is now offering 
a sales position to outgoing, energetic 
achievers. Territory is limited to UNH and 
does not require a car or exter-1sive travel. 
Knowledge of campus a must. If you enjoy 
helping people, we can offer you a chal-
lenging position with an attractive com-
mission scale. We are GREAT COPIES, 
. GREAT PEOPLE. For immediate consid-
eration, please send your resume to: 
Kinko 's Copies, 51 Main Street, Durham, 
NH 03824 (an equal opportur-iity employer) 
Office Workers Needed: Four college Work 
Study positions available at the Social 
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
$6.00 per hour . Summer positions a lso 
avai lable. Call 433-071 6. 
Spend the summer on the beaut iful coast 
of Maine. Couple with a three year old child 
and beautiful waterfront home.·seek live-
in babysitter for summer m~nths. {possible 
longer) Free room and board, plu s pay 
Call Steve or Laura at 207 -439-2057 
MLM Jean-Pierre Sand is looking for self 
motivated, entrepreneur type professional 
people. We own a manufacturing fragrance 
house in France. We are launching our 
range of genuine perfumes, ski•n ca re 
products and colognes in the U.S.' Free 
details. 603-623-4836 Box 5772 Manches-
ter NH 03108 
Help Wanted Immediately: Progra~ Man-
ager to run refrigerator rental program at -
(name of school) practical business ex-
perience with a national company. Plea_se 
contact Steve Fischer at 301/699-9264 . . 
Call Collect! . 
Room avaTlable for summer sublet in partly 
furnished 4 bedroom duplex in Newmarket. 
3.5 miles tro_m campus. June first through 
Au§ust 26th. $160/mo plus' utilities. Call 
Beth at 868-3855 anytime. 
2 female non-smokers needed for fall 
semester, to share room in NEW condo 
with view in Dover 6mi from campuq, $300 
per mo.- - Call Jenn 868-9780. 
Hampton Beach thrne bedroom house-
fully furnished for 1988-89 semester 
. periods. Reasonable rent $425 call at (617) 
851-0747. 
Summer Sublet in Durham - 4 or 5 people, · 
spacious 2-level loft apartment, 1 /2 mile · 
. from campus . For more information call 
Sherin, Jen or Barbara at 868-9711 
Summer rental 2 bedroom/2 person' apt. 
Available May 23. 5 yr old apt. Clean and 
excellent condition . Fully furnished , car-
peted, bay window, country setting about 
2.5 miles from camlus . No pets, non -
smokers, $435/mo plus utilities. Security 
deposit and lease 
Fall renta l duplex unit available Aug 28th. 
Fully furnished, carpeted, bay win dow. 3 
yea r o ld unit, c lean and in ve ry good 
condition . Country, s~tting about 3.5 miles 
from campus. No pets, non-smokers. 
$750/mo plus ut il ities, security deposit 
and lease-. 
NEWMARKET Female roommate needed 
to share 3 bdrm. apart. w/2 female non-
smokers. Will have own bdrm. 4 miles from 
campus. Karivan stops across St. at City 
Hall. June-May lease. $225 per month all 
utilities inc. Already found possible summer 
subletters. Call ASAP Sheri at 862-4668. 
Fall rental two bedroom/2 person apt 
available Aug 28th. Fully furnished and 
carpeted. Bay window, 5 yr old apt- clean 
and excellent condition. Country setting 
about 2.5 miles from campus. No pets, non-
smokers, $50'0/mo plus utilities. Security 
deposit and lease · 
Summer rental 2 bedroom/2 person apt. 
available May 23rd. 3 yr old apt, clean and 
excellent condition . Full~ furnished, car -
peted, bay window. Country setting about 
3.5 miles from campus, excellent for grads 
or faculty. $645/mo plus· utilities. Security 
deposit and lease. · 
Quiet female writer, commencing graduate 
study in September, s ee k s apart-
ment/ ¢ottage / room in a peaceful, country 
setting. If you can help, please call c~llect 
1-207-371 -2500 , 
2 spaces available in our spacious farm-
house, summer and tall, male or female 
nonsmoker. 5 ·private bedrooms, living 
room, dining room, huge kitchen , 2 full 
bathrooms for $200/month. Please contact 
mellow, fun loving farmmates at 7 49-9796. 
Ask for Betsy, Karen, Sheila. 
Female, nonsmoker wanted to share a room 
at Strafford House for fall semester. 
$950/sem. Call Be_tr, in 116 at 862-4147 
ROOM NEEDED- tor female transfer 
student in Durham for this summer and 
next year. Please contact Kevin at 868-
3706 
Dove r- 1-3 bedroom, 1-4 bedroom, living 
room, kitchen and bath . Near Kari-van 
. route. Available June 1st. Lease required , 
no oets Call ~42-7908 between 7-9 pm 
DURHAM- 2 bedroom apt, unfurnished or 
furnished ($2,5 extra/mo) newly carpeted, 
in quiet wooded iocation overlooking Oyster 
River, less than 1 mile from UNH. Fireplace: 
Appliances, lease, references, $500/mo 
for one person: $600/mo for two. 868-7530 
Summer rental 2 bedroom/2 person apt. 
available May 23rd . 5 yr old apt, clean and 
excellent condition. Fully furnished, car-
peted, bay window, country setting about 
2.5 miles from campus. No pets, non-
smokers, $435/mo plus utilities. Security 
de.posit and lease. 659-5932 
Summer Sublet- Dover. 2 _bed, bath, huge 
living room, full kitchen, par king, K-van, 
spacious, bohemian. $525/mo including 
heat, hot water, negotial'lle. Call Laurie or 
Marc now at 7 43-4133 ' 
HELP!! I need a roommate and a permanent 
place to live. I'm graduating in May and 
would like to stay in the Dover/ Portsmouth 
area. Please call Kim at 868-5959 
FOUND: Gold, heart-shaped locket, found 
in 8-lot. Contact Lisa in 225. 862-4206 
Found in Pettee Brook Parking Lot- sma.11 
pregnant calico kitty approx. 1 yr. old. She's 
mostly white with spots of color and has 
very delicate features. Please call Linda · 
at 862-1020 if she's yours or if you're 
interested in having her, or possibly a 
kitten? 
\ 
FOUND- Grey cat with white feet and chest. 
· Double pawed. Leather c_ollar with studs. 
If yours call Kim at 862-4282 or Ted at 862-
4288 
Two bedroom apartment. Bow LaKe, Straf-
ford . 20 minutes to Durham, $625 plus 
utilities. Faculty, staff, or grads preferred. 
Collect (207) 7670-5530_ 
REWARD- Lost a pair of prescrption Ray 
Dover, 2 bedrooms i_n 3/ 4 bedroom duplex. ban's. Black in a black case with a leather 
Carpeted, yard , available 5/1. rent $650/3 t .If 1 · d II ERiC 436_9972 or 700/4. Call Jen 749-9385 s rap . . oun ca . 
~~!~1a~E~~~~s:~c~%:~:;::n~a~~8~;~~. C!,t~ 
If you are a sexu·ally active gay or bisexual 
Responsible woman wanted to share sunny male, you n:iay be at risk .for AIDS. For free, 
. 2 bedroom apt in Newmarket. Non-smoker, anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS 
on e cat o.k. Friendly person that will be · antibody coun se ling and / or testing call 
around evenings and to share occasional the offi ce of Health Education and Pro-
meals during the week, in exchange $125 motion, Health Services Center, UN'H. 862-
rentplus half utiliti es. Call Rick, Martha 3823 
(4-33-5587) or Deb (659-2643) 
4 females needed to sublet Madbury Rd : 
apartment for. the summer. 4 bedrooms, 
EXCELLENT LOCATION!I! Available May 
31 . For more information call Liz or Lisa 
at 868-7506. 
If you have had multiple sexual partners 
since 1978, you might be at risk for AIDS. 
For free, anonymous a~d non-judgemental 
antibody testing and / or counseling call 
the office qt Health Education and Pro-
motion, Health Services Center. UNH 86.2-
1 bedroom available for female in newly 3823 
renovated, convenient 2 bedroom Dover _G_R_A_D_U_A_T_I O_N_ A_N_N_O_U_N_C_E_M_E_N_T_S_A_R_E 
apt. For summer a-nd ;or academic year. AVAILABLE AT THE UNH BOOKSTOREII 
$500 f.or ·entire summer. May 20-Aug 28, .. 
$225/mo for fall. Call Cathy or Christine DO NOT FORGET SECRETARY'S DAY 
7.42~06~2 \ _A_PR_ I_L_2_7t_h_!! ________ _ 
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The leading cause of death for 18-24 year 
olds is drunk driving . We are the only age 
group with an increasing rate of death. Don't 
let'youJ self or your friends become ~art 
of the statistics._ Call Health Serv.ices 862· 
3823 for more info ... 
TNH STAFF- f •here are still a couple 
sweatshirts le-ft! Have you paid your 
balance yet? 
CHECK .OUT THE GREAT ENTERTAIN , 
MENT, FOOD AND FUN AT THE INTER-
NATIONAL FIESTA THIS FRIDAY! 
HAVE SOME FINESSE AND COME FIEST 
WITH THE " FOREIGNERS" AT SMITH 
HALL FRIDAY, APRIL 29TH. 
RUMORS HAS IT THERE'S A FIESTA AT 
SMITH HALL THIS FRIDAY ... COME AND 
rn..fD OUT! 
Thanks to ALL for your community spirit 
and particip'ation in the first annual PRIDE 
day. 
KUDOS to Mike, Lisa, Steve, Taylor, Polly, 
Ron, Bob, Elaine.and Linda- the UNH PRID[;. 
Committee! Thanks for a BIG job well donel 
Carol. 
To tl:le sistas of Alpha Chi Omega: Thanks 
for kidmapping us and giving us the special 
mugs. Love, the Seniors 
PINK FLOYD- need to TRADE Friday May 
6 tickets for S~nday May 8. PLEASLCALL 
NOW-:- 868~5994 
Chris G- enjoyed biking to you at Beat the 
Clock. 
HIGHLANDER- How'z the "penetrating 
wound"? Such a good patient! Come see 
us for TLC anytime! -the girls with the 
stretcher. 
Mark, Welcome back sweetheart- I missed 
you. I'm looking forward to' tonight- adn 
",e future. (NOW you've been devirginized 
as far as a personal from me!) -Love Gwen 
Gail - Even though it didn't rai(l Friday night, 
you made me see a beautiful rainbow. 
Thanx, -with a smile · 
Danielle H. You shined beautiful the other 
night, your eyes glittered in the spotlight. 
,then you vanished as time grew high, and 
left the memory of your twinkling eyes. -
Marico · 
Beth - Happy 22nd birthday. I hope the men 
. at the Golden Banana were enough to 
satisfy your birthday wishes! ET, SK 
Horbag- How was the Probe this weekend? 
Ladies
0
of E-2 I'll tell you something y~u 
don 't already know, the sun does rise 
Saturday and Sunday morning, so you bats 
should try to get out of bed on the weekend! . 
Princess, Bear with me til the end of the 
semester. Lets have a great summer.Baby, 
I LOVE YOU, love Ernie 
Passing out from too much alcohol is NOT 
the same as blacking out. Passing out is 
becoming unconscious, blacking out is 
a memory lapse. More into call Health 
Services at 862-3823 
· Using alcohol responsibly means not lettil)g 
the use of alcohol have a negative emplact 
on self, others or property. For some people, 
this may be the decision not to use alcohol 
at all. Recogni"ze, another's right to decid~ -
for oneself. More info call Health Services 
at 862-3823 
Julie, Rae.he!, Ro, Marg, and all the rest 
of crew- miss Yfl tons- Love from SDSU-
the tan chick mimi 
For the hottest music under the sun check 
out SPRINGFEST '88, May 8 at 12 pm on 
\he lax field~ oh, and bring your tan! 
Bop til you drop at Club Coke! "The 
· sophisticated dance club" May 8, from 8-
1_2 pm at the field house. All proceeds go 
to special oly(npics·!! 
Katy, Noel, Amy (and the rest of the gang)-
the semester is almost over- let's make 
the last few weeks count! I love you g_uys! 
Get psyched tor Young Drive and a great 
summer! Lov'? and laughs -Julie 
HAPPY 20th BIRTHDAY!!! Rick Bodi- Love 
Missy 
First Annual Greek Week is May2-May6 
Lots o' activities, lots o' fun. 
Come to SAE on Tuesday for the Greek 
Week volleyball tournament from 2:00 to 
finish . 
CALLING ALL GR.EEKS- ANIMAL HOUSE 
WILL BE SHOWN AT DUSK DUPING 
GREEK WEEK, WEDNESDAY AT SIG EP'S 
FRONT LAWN. 
HOUSE: need 3 to 4 people over summer 
in Newmarket off the ri ver. Perfect for 
sum mer. Call _Jj ll , 659-7,815. Ava ilable at 
the end of May . 
..,... 
PA.GE TWENTY-SIX TH,E ~EW HAMP,SHIRE FRIDAY, _APRIL 29, 1988 
Personals· - ,L __ ~ -; . "D rink prnvokes the des.ire, but it takes 
. WENDY AND rvf!KE, CONGRATULATIONS. "Hi Mom' H~re it is! Just wanted to wish yOL1 
good luck on your final. You're DONE!!! 
Yeah!! See you soon. Love, Denise 
It's gonna b·e ~ nighi for SHAKING, no? 
When skinny men in black leather say to 
me "See you next weekel']d!", I'll not be 
one to suddenly beco"me invisible. Eve-. 
rybody bring _your coffee and your Aqua 
Net!! 
away the performance." - Shakespeare. 
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to 
Many individuals -believe alcohol· probiems sexual stimulation, but reduces physical 
are a "man's illness. " But authorities abilities and can lead to irresponsible 
· support the fact that women are less likely decision making. Call Health Services 862-
to seek help and are better able.to mask . 3823 tor more into . . ------------
the symptoms of problem drinking. Call Warm, caring, ad~enturous professional 
Health Services for more info. 862 -3823- couple would like to adopt a newborn child. 
Smith Ha·11 lnternatiorn~I Fiesta- Friday, April If you. or someone you kno"". i~ looking tor 
29th from 11 am to 5pm. Be there1 a loving home for your baby, call Gregg 
Alcoholism has been called ·the most · and .Jud-y (603)463-5575 or our lawyer 
serious drug problem: due to the cost to Davis Bamford (ti03) 868-2414 if you prefer. 
society: physical damage t::> the body's 
~ · organs. and the large number of fatalities 
ancj victims resulting from accidents or 
withdrawal symptoms. Call 862-3823, 
Health Services for more info. 
JOG ... JOG ... JOGATHON ... FOR BIG 
BROTHER. BIG SISTER ASSOC. 
MAY 14th behind the field hOL!Se. Call 868-
3613 for more info. 
TO YOU FROM DEKONING AND HER 
RUNNING MATE. 
Sweeney you loser, you forgot Secretary's 
Day so find your own socks' 
SHEILA-HAPPY BIRTHDAY, SORRY l'VE 
BEEN SO BUSY. 
At this point, I need all the Faith I c_an get. 
TGIF; and away to Grover's we-go! (where's 
th_at Dunkin' Donuts again?) 
MARJ - How cheap is that Milwa lkee's 
Best? 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, profes-
sion! quality. Spelling accuracy included. 
SAVE yourself time & money by calling 
NOW. Dover, 7 42-2037 , 
SONG'i!"RITERS- Five-week Lyric W_ork-
shop with professional lyricist. Berklee 
faculty. Evenings. Pat Pattison 926-5006. 
Protess.ional. couple, early 30's, seeks to 
legally adopt, give loving· home to newborn. 
Will pay medical bills. Call collect (201)747-
A do pt ion : Lo vi n g Co up I e , p h y ~ i - 5845 ------------
_ c i an/psycho I q gist, wishes to adopt new- You can THROW ME TO THE WOLVES 
born. Welcoming warm family. Expenses because you've got me back-AG Al NST 
paid. Legal, confidential. Call Ellie collect THE WALL. It's a WILD WORLD. after 
212-724-7942: all. .. and it just goes ON ANP ON. I've got 
such MIXED EMOTIONS - It's such a 
ENTHEPENEURS - Start your own bus-
iness today! Regardless of your age, 
experience, or financial status, International 
Network Marketing Systems has the pcoven 
system for your financial success. Call 
(207) 439-7043. Or send a resume to P.O. 
Box 144, Porsmouth; NH 03801. 
GO TO A FREE CONCERT THIS SATUR-
DAY!! The MINI FEST will be hosting live 
bands (including SAVOY JRUFFLE) all 
afternoon! Come down to the mini dorm 
circle for a good time1 
FUN, FUN, FUN!!! This Saturday, come on 
over to the annual MINI FEST!! It's held 
in the Mini dorm circle this Sat. April 30 
from noon-? .Lot's of. GOOD LIVE MUSIC, 
and FUN IN THE SUNI Be there! 
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING, proies- CONTRADICTION. I j_ust have to have 
What ~are you doing this weekend?!? 
Nothing? Then get yourself over to the 
ANNUAL MINI FEST! It's gonna be fun ... 
I promise. Saturday, April 30 from noon 
ti! the wee hours of ihe night! 
sional quality. Spelling accuracy included. FAITH and remem_ber that I A_M THE 
SAVE yourself time & money by calling . WALRUS. I guess that's all -_J don't want 
NOW. Dover, 742-2037. to sound like a SKIP ON A RECORD, so 
I'm ALREADY GONE. 
THE OUT BACK 
44 /t!AI.N ST 
DURHNJ, N. H. 
' 038.~- -
HOUSE CLEANING SALE 
CLEAN 'UP-BEFOREYOU LEAVE 
Do you want to enter 
the high-powered, fast 
paced life of journalism, 
where the words you 
", . ~. 
~ ~ ~-




CARDS PENS . - JEWELRY 
, write can make or break 
lives? Well, maybe you 
should ·work £Qr the. Bos-
ton Globe. 
Do you wan~ to ga_in 
valuable writing expe~ 
rience, have a good time · 
and get paid simultane~ 
ously? Then The New 
Hampshire is for you! 
LOTS AND LOTS OF OTHER STUFF TOO 
·B1·G SAVINGS-BIG DISCOUNTS 
• • ' r 
1n memory of Lonni Stern, Class of 1981, Alpha 
Chi Omega proudly sponsers their first annual 
road race. Lonni was an active member of Alpha 
Chi Omega Sorority and an avid runner. All 
proceed will be donated in her name to the Dr. 
Isaac Djeras si Cancer Rejearch Fund. · 
PLACE: 
SUNDAY, MAY 1, 1988 
Race check in:_ 9: 15-9:45am 
Race begins: 10:09am 
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority 
29 Madbury ·Rd, Durham, NH _ 
ROUTE: SK (3.1 miles) 
PRIZES: ~ Ttophjes to the top male and female 
finisher_ 
-Trophies to the organization with the 
greatest number of partic:ipants. 
* All participants receive memento of 
the race. 
ENTRY FEE: $5.00 (please make checks payable 
to Alpha Chi Omega) 






































BIOCHEM, PREVET, _PREMED, AND 
OTHER INTERESTED MAJORS: 
· You asked Jor it, you've got it --
PHYSICS 401 this summer! 
I· 
5 weeks, May 23 thruJune 24_ 
MWTR 10:00 am to 12:00 pm, DeMeritt 303 
Lab, TR 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm, DeMerit:t 100 
and, if there is sufficient demand, 
PHYSICS 402 will follow: 
5 weeks, July 5 thru August 5 
MTWR 10:00 am to '12:00 ·pm, DeMeritt 303 
Lab, TR 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm, DeMeritt 100 
Don't miss this chance to Jul/ ill a major 
requirement or a Gen Ed .Group 3/P!! 
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what they did, but they still " The 'Cats'. carried a 2-1 ·lead 
deserve credit for winning/' into halftime, but it should have 
In ovei:time, the 'Cat.cS seemed been much more than that. They 
to have rebounded from their consfantly -had control of the 
lapse, when Karen McBarron ball but couldn'~ do anything 
· niade a nice long rush and shot with it. They were not finding 
the ball in the lower right hand the open player on offense to 
corner past .goaltender Amy create the scoring opportunity . . 
Bohner. · Also, many of their shots h it 
The 'Cats could not maintain the netminder which made her 
any defensive pressure however, look good. 
as they allow~d Melinda Pierce "We made their goaltender 
to . slip one by Cathy·N arsif,f to look fantastic ," Geromini said. 
tie the score 7-7. - ."We put everything in her gut 
The 'Cats regained the lead or her legs." 
with a .b~autiful play-start ing Liz Brickley scored at the 
with Narsiff's pass to .Beth twenty minutr . mark of the 
O'.Connor who .passed , it to period on a .ground shot off a 
Katey Stone. Stone ran with it free position. Brown's Er in 
from just over the' cen ter line Maquire answered to tie the 
into the outer circle then passed game, but Anna Hill gave the 
it to Abbott who scored to give_ 'Cats the lead at halftime with · 
the '.Cats an 8-7 lead ~ ith only a goal in the final minute before 
5 2 seconds left. · the intermission. 
The men's lacrosse team crashed against Brown, falling l~-3. (Ro-~it Larone p~oto) 
Brown then decided to chal- "We should have scored more · 
lenge the depth of Stone's stick. in the first half," Gero mini said. 
Her stick was .in fact too deep "Their zone defense was hor-
(half the ball must be showing) · rible .. There was always an open 
which didn't disallow ·the goal person every single time and ' 1 · . . h d. -- 16 3 -
but took away some momentum . we' just didn't hit them." - The M. _· e· n· ·.· •. ' :.s· . . a· X c· ru--s . · .. e . ' / -' 
from the score and gave Brown . 'Cats exploded for four goals 
the ball at midfield. in · the first five minutes of the · · · 
Even wi th everybody back _second half by Hill, ?tone, Diane · · UNffmistake. The 'Cats on the own, to take a commandfog 12-
playing defense, the 'Cats could hl. d K M B By Ward D. Frasf.!t McLoug 10, an aren c ar- other hand missed several key 1 lead into the fourth quarter~ 
not st0P Pierce from .scoring on ron to give them a 6-1 lead Just when it looked like the oppurtunities, including eight The 'Cats were dominated the 
' a free position with twenty-two which proved to be quite unsafe: men'~ lacrosse team had finally ·c-ha-nces from right in front of entire game, being out scored 
seconds remaining to tie the come out of their shell, the the Bruins net. Brown scored in t.he fourth, 4-2. UNH got_ 
game. With six seconds remain- The 'Cats ·resume acti·o· n on Brown Bruins sent them right f · d 1 . h 1 f • K • G our "unanswere goa s 1n .t e goa s rom semor .. ev1n -row-
ing Brown had another goal Saturday against Harvard_ at back on-their downward slide. first -quarter and it didn't get ·· ney and two from freshmen - · 
disallo_wedJor having a player Memorial Field at 1 p .-m. The On Wednesday, coming off their_ any better for the 'Cats. The Mark Botnick. Freshmen Tim 
in the crease. This meant anoth- Crimson are the top ranked game of the yeai: (against Yale) Bmins continued to pressure Vetrano had two ass-ists and ,. 
er overtime, but this time it was team in the ECAC. the 'Cats hoped to catch the the 'Cats in the second quarter defensemen Bruce MacDonald 
sudden death- .- "The players now have to · Bruins in a big upset, but the scoring another three un'ans- added one assist. · 
In t,h&-sudden death period prove to thems~lves that they opponents from Providence wered goals for a. 7-0 haltime - The 'Cats could not seem to 
it seemed like the 'Cats had won , can play,"· assistant coach Karen would have 'nothfr1g to do with lead. get the offet1se going, as they 
wh~n L~n~:~ ~b?ott scored off Gero.mini said. "We need to put . · that.They sent the lax -squad Goalie Craig Benes did his netted their · seaso~.~-average 
'."'a bi~ scramble 10 front, but o~ce .an end to this losing streak but ho~e with a 16-3 loss. best to stop · the ons laught tl}ree goals. Brown to:tally con-
aga_rn there was _a_n offensive ·: h - 1 · to provJ to We bo th came out really coming up w. ith 'se_ ven saves. ftolled the play of the game, 
P.layer in· the crease which · ttheemy saerleveps tahyaitntghey can play." stale," said junior defens.emen_ Benes -~as x~p~~t:1 .. by fre~;hmeJ?, _g,ivipgJJNJl,Qp.e of their worst 
disa\io~ey.~e. •. goa,J. ! ":" - ~ ... , •· ·-+~-: ~- ~· ,·- ~+- ---~' _,._ ~~- ~ .,., - • -~rescott Nas-~.-He. contir:i?ed, 'Stowe Milhous later in the loses of the year and maf ing for 
CY_.,.,, ·c'• .. · ·1i• s· ·ts -·ge· ar . u· p. _- a~~~-r~~~.e~:'!i~~~f ~~~~~ game. · Milhd'us collected three a -long bus ride home. saves during his time between The 'Cats play the Friars of , · · to be rnto·the game mentally h · · Providence here on Saturday, · . . · · · . · or physically." t e pipes. · · C d 
Brown jumped 00 the 'Cats UNH got on. the s~o:.reboard . at 2:.00 _pm. · om~ an ,,,.,supp_2q · By Tom Cook 
The UNH cycling t~am saw 
plenry of action the past two 
wee.kends as they . prepared 
the-inselves for the · Eastern 
championships. Each time they 
established themselves as a very 
strong .squad. 
· The team travelled to Wil-
liamstown, Mass. on April 17th, 
for a criterium race held on the 
Williams college campus. In the 
A-race, Scott Kasin and Marc 
Gullickson rode hard, but the 
strong teamwork displayed by 
UMASS allowed one of their 
riders to get in a break-a-way 
and take first place. 
"UMASS was working well 
together. There wasn't much 
we could do besides trying to 
chase the .hreak," -commented 
Gullickson after the race. 
Kasin ended up placing ninth 
in the field sprint and Gullick-
so_n finished eighteenth, despite 
getting caught up in a crash on · 
. the last la . 
In the B-race, Tom Cooke 
broke away- from the pack with 
four laps to go, but was caught 
by a lone-UMASS rider·who won 
the final sprint. "It seemed like 
everyone was hu.nirig on the 
hill, so I-attacked," said Cooke. 
Doug Carlson also rode well, 
. and placed eleventh in the field 
sprint. These placings gave 
UNH enough points to take 
third, behind UMASS and Tufts. 
On April 23rd, UNH riders 
raced •in the annual UMASS 
criterium. Notorious for having 
a steep hill leading up to the 
start/ finish line, the course 
provecl to be too much for the 
B-r-iders. Out of about fifty 
starters, only thir-teen riders 
finished, none of which were 
from UNH. · 
The A-race on the other hand, 
was fairly productive for UNH, 
Early in the face, a break deve-
loped which ·consisted of three 
riders. UNH's Chuck Lawrence 
and Dou Tanner· immediately 
'Cat cyclists have b~e·n busy working on the road to ·another 
national championship. (Jon Lummus photo) · 
quickly and capitilized on. every in the third quarter·· but Brown . · the team: '. -
netted five more goals of their 
attacked iri an attempt to catch The following day,- the team and I felt that we· worked well 
the break. Although they we~ werit to Sugarloaf mountain in with -each other," explaine·d 
unsuccessful in catching the Maine for the start of ·the Beck. 
break, they managed to , stay University. of Ma,ine road race. This. weekend, the cycling 
thirty· seconds ahead of the pack Despite snow and freezing team will travel to Ithaca, N.Y 
and.finished fourth and fifth. temperatures, the team .rode for the ECCF championships 
Ul':JH also scored another plac- well. In the men's race, Eric ·which will be hosted by Cornell. 
ing when Chris Barstow om- . Heimuller placed fifth, while • UNH will make an all-out effort 
sprinted the field and took in the women's race, Sandra to . regain the championship 
seventh. · Jones, S1,1e Maydwel-1/ Tanya trophy that was los t last.ye3:r, 
"lt just worked out well," said Horqe and Tiffany Beck scooped as well as trying to secure a berth 
Barstow. ''We didn't have a plan, the top four places. · to the National championships 
but just kept the pace fast "This was really the first time which will be hdd in California 
enough to thin out the field." all the women were together in the last week of May'.  -~---------~--~-----------------------------
SPORTSWRITING? I I I 
I 
Anyone who is i1lterested in! 
writing Spo_ rts next semester for ! 
I , 
The New Hampshire, come tO! 
our first Sports staff meeting, ! 
Tuesday -May 3, Room 151 in 
the MUB at 7 p.m. \_ 
, Any questions contact Sports 
~! Editors Rich D'Avolio or Mike 
I I ' . - . -
LSJi1!:.~Q1J_fl:.t_B_QJ_-:..I49-fJ~-------------J 
C 
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Spo~ 
A goal in sudden death prq;ided Brown with a win over the W~ldcats on Wednesday. (Ronit 
_w_mne photo} 
,Brown sweeps WildcatS 
By Bob Barrett 
The baseball team could not 
hold two early--inning leads of 
2-0 and 5-0 and droppe,d a 
doubleheader to Brown on Wed-
-nesday, 8-2 and 7-6. 
Iq game one, the Wildcats got 
two ' runs in the secona· inning 
before Brown's Tom Cognors. 
· settled down. Connors struck 
out eleven UNH- hitters and 
allowed only seven hits . . An 
unearned run and an RBI single · 
by the hot-hitting Jim Lucci 
were the only runs UNH could 
unearned run m the sixth. on a sacrifice fly qy Levin. 
Dan Sweet was the game two 
starter. The Wildcats gave hini 
a five run cushion -in the first 
inning, but he ga.ve· way to 
another freshman,- Ian Emery, 
in the third. 
Emery, who pitched in a bases 
loaded, no out situation: in the 
third, walked -the first three 
batters he faced in the fifth. 
Mike Kozlowski replaced Emery 
and gave up three runs on two 
consecutive singles. Brown held 
_on for the 7-6 win. 
Lucci drove in the first run 
with an RBI single. Teixeira 
scored on a dropped third strike 
to Tony Martins. Mart_ins " 
reached first wheo the throw 
hit him on the back, allowing 
Teixeira to score. Mike Levin 
drove a two-out double to right-
center field and Matt Strobel manage. 
UNH managed only five hits 
in the game. Lucci had two 
singles and Mike Levin had 
. three RIH' s. McDonald and 
Sweet'. had the other Wildcat 
hits. 
Brown got to UNH ace Joe , and Mike Varano both scored. 
Teixeira quickly. Teixeira lasted : ievin then scored on a Brown Brown moved to 17-15 while 
only two innings, giving up six error. . - · U~H slipped ~o 9-20: UNH will 
runs (including a three-run Brown got two runs rn the ': be m Connecttcut this weekend 
homer) in the first inning. Chris second_ and -~hird innings to cut for a three-game series with 
Schott relieved Teixeira and the lead to 5-4, but UNH came ECAC New England opponent 
finished up by ~Bowing ~nly one back with one more in the fourth Central Connecticut. 
. The UNH b~ball squad_ <lroppe'1 a pair duri~g -~i<,>n. this week. (Ronit Larone photo) 
.,. ' \'1 - . 
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Women's lax 
I 
• loses ln OT 
By John Kelley 
Have .you ever been beating· 
someone 10-1 in a basketball 
game to 11, then the next thing 
you know you lose 12-10 because 
you stopped trying? Isn't that 
an awful feeling? 
If nothing like that has ever 
happenend to you, just ask the 
_ women's lacrosse team how it 
feels to squander a game and 
a season all because of fifteen 
mim:1t<:s of lackadaisical play.-
Perry Moriearty put an end 
to this marathon game with a 
goal at the 1: 30 mark in the 
second overtime, giving Brown 
(2-6) a remarkable 9-8 come-
back victory and giving the 'Cats 
(3-6-1) their sixth straight loss 
· and plenty of time to stud¥ for 
final exams. This loss eliminat-
ed, any post season hopes fo the 
young Wilde.at squad. · 
"UNH is a good team hat 
didn't come to play today,' the 
excited · Brown head coach 
Wendy Anderson said. "The.ir 
players w<:re not on today -and 
we got a couple of breaks." 
"We didn't come to play," 
assistant coach Karen Geromini 
~aid. "I don't kn_?w if we thought 
we had the game won_ and then 
we decided not_ to play.'' 
This game should_ have never 
been sent into overtime. The 
'Cats squan'dered a five ·goal lead 
in the second half mostly be:.. 
cause they stopped playing""' 
' aggressive defense. Brown nev-
er gave up which allowed them 
to enginee,r a startling comeback 
that would have won the game 
for them in regulation if the 
referees did not disallow a goal 
with 25 seconds remaining 
because-· a player was in the 
crease. 
"We switched to man to man 
defense in the last ten minutes," 
Brown head coach Wendy And-
erson said in- trying to explain 
the comeback. · 
"We have been playing against 
man to man all season," Gero-
mini said. "Brown did not even 
play that well.They won because 
of ~hat we did, no_t: because of 
W. lax p. 27 
~ Speaking on~~, 
- ~ 
By Chuck McCue 
Departing· Co-Sports Editor Sports" 
The Baltimore Orioles have lost 21 times in a row. They 
haven't won one single game this season. This-is the sam'e 
season that the Red Sox have won twelve games going into 
last nights game. . · _ 
This is the entire month of April which only has 30 days. 
If the Orioles have lost 21 games up to this point and figure 
that they have probably been rained out a couple of times 
,th_at means they lose ~lmost daily. They are real bad. No they 
Stink. · 
· Think how many 21 . really is. Maybe they should just cancel 
the season. They op.J,y play 162 games, lucky for_ them, and 
after 21 they are 16 games out of first place. ·-
It usually takes Cleveland til the All-Star break to be that 
many games out of first place. ,Guess who is in first place? 
Cleveland. Now I am real confused. · 
- The top four teams in the American L~ague East have a, 
combined total lose markjust over 21 times. Baltimore is_0-
8 at home and 0-13 on the road. 
Didn't Roger Clemens win around 21 games by himself 
last season? Can't t~e ENTIRE Baltimore staff win one simple 
game. Even Calvin Schiraldi won at least one game last year 
and Bob Stanley did it too. That's the problem, one of those 
guys needs to face the Orioles. 
That poor disc jockey .in Baltimore who has vowed. to stay 
on the air until t:-hey win. He might have thought it a joke 
at first but now he is tired, real tired. I wonder if the station 
has to pay him doubletime and overtime and all that other 
stuff. This guy might be rich if . .the- Birds keep losing. . 
I can't decide if the .21 losses or the inability to win even 
one game is mon;· impressive·. The Red Sox hopefully won'.t 
lose t,hat many games for at least another couple -of months.:.... 
Far fetched but not impossible. If they don't win one out of 
their next, say, three, that is tertible~ 
The 21 losses is most impress-ive. 
The Orioles stink. , _ 
. I hope they don't win one game this who!<; season because 
the.re is something kind of fun watching someone lose that 1, 
many times. If they win they will be just another league doormat. 
· If they keep· losing they will keep selling out the ballpark 
so people can say if they win, 'Twas there in 1988 when the 
Orioles won there first game after 143 defeats." 
. Tq.anks for being so bad Baltimo-re. You have given me 
som€thing to write abqut this week. H yo11 keep losing I will 
become a fan of yours, promise . 
~Just my opinion. , ~ 
